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Content-Based Image Retrieval CBIR 

Tatiana Jaworska 

Abstract-This paper offers a survey of recent trends 
in the scientific approaches to image retrieval. We 
present, in a synthetic way, the richness of modern 
methods applied to content-based image retrieval (CBIR) 
systems. The number of systems requires their 
classification based on different criteria, such as: the 
level of automation of feature extraction and index 
generation, the level of adaptability to the needs of users 
and the query, etc. This paper attempts to provide a 
survey of variety of recent search engines concept 
depending on the user needs and applications, where we 
especially focus on the semantic approach to the search 
engine constructions. Finally, we discuss image databases 
use for evaluation of the retrieval algorithms. 

bidex Terms--content-based image retrieval, search 
engine, query by image, GUI, composed query, semantic 
re trieval. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

N order to discuss image retrieval, we have to 
1answer some questions of which the first and 
foremost is how to define our goal: do we want to 
construct a new CBIR system from scratch or 
build it on our existing image collections, for 
example, art collections, medical images, 
scientific databases or generally, the World Wide 
Web. Our objective, in tum, predetermines the 
kind of queries we wish to put. Once we have 
answered these fundamental questions, we can 
start thinking about the construction of an 
effective system. 

There are two most popular approaches to query 
formulation: typing some key words describing 
the image and setting an example image as a query 
[l], [2], [3]. The most infrequent strategy is the 
preparation of queries by drawing several objects 
with certain properties, like colour, texture, shape, 
size and location. In most cases, a rough sketch is 
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sufficient. Query by drawing is not popular, 
perhaps because most users are rather poor at 
graphic design. 

Some applications, for instance medical CBIR 
systems, allow selecting subregions of interest as 
part of a query [ 4]. The user chooses properties of 
these ROis, such as shape or texture, to complete 
the query definition [5]. 

Chronologically speaking, the first systems used 
annotations [6], [7], which was an advantage, but 
this method did not take into account images 
described in an irrelevant way. Such systems are 
still used in news agency databases. Next, query 
by example [8], [9] appeared which allows the 
user to formulate a query by providing an example 
image. The system converts the example image 
into an internal representation of features. At 
present, most systems use this kind of query, but 
their/its drawback is the fact that the user first has 
to find an image which he wants to use as a query. 
In some systems, like police collections of mug 
shots or finger-prints, matching is obvious. 
Nevertheless, in some situations the most difficult 
task is to find this one proper image to give it to 
the system as a query by example. 

However, there are some other ways, for 
instance, systems have appeared recently with a 
composed query introduced by GUI where the 
user can comprise his query from selected 
segments or patches [ 1 OJ. 

II. GENERAL SYSTEMS STRUCTURE 

CBIR systems developed by universities, 
government organizations, commercial companies 
or museums, generally use low-level visual 
contents of an image, such as colour, shape and 
texture. The middle-level contents, namely, 
objects and their spatial relationships, are more 
powerful on condition that the system can segment 
and recognize the objects. Different modifications 
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are observed in particular systems, but their basic 
structure is presented in Fig.]. Here we can see the 
image collection from which visual features are 
extracted and saved as a feature bank and 
additionally, a set of text annotations ( optional in 
some systems). When the user puts a query, the 
search engine searches the most similar group of 
images and sends them back to the user as 
retrieval results. 

.Feature 

Retrieval 
engine 

Similarity 
measures 

Query 
formation 

Retrieval 
'------1 results 

Fig. I. General CBIR architecture. 

Feature extraction can be calculated from the 
entire image (global features) or from specific 
regions, or segments (local). Proper feature 
descriptors should be resistant to accidental 
variance of features and invariant to scaling and 
rotation of image. 

A. Criteria for a classification of CBIR systems 

According to Chang et al. [ 11] classification of 
CBIR systems can be based on different criteria: 
- The level of automation of feature extraction 

and index generation. At present, we can 
observe rapid progress in the automatic low
level feature extraction methods but much 
slower development of mid-level features, 
namely, segment extractions [12]. The most 
state-of-the-art method in this category is the 
scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) [13], 
[14] (described in sec. III.G), which generates 
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a large collection of feature vectors, each of 
which is invariant to image translation, 
scaling, and rotation, partially invariant to 
illumination changes and robust to local 
geometric distortion. Dominant orientations 
are assigned to localized keypoints. Index is 
generated based on storing SIFT keys and 
identifying matching keys from the new 
image. However, object classification remain 
still a complicated task. 
The level of integration of multimedia 
modalities. Media modalities cover images, 
video, films, graphics, multimodal satellite 
images, text and audio files. The most evident 
multimedia examples can now be found in 
medicine [15], where images acquired from 
different imaging techniques are combined for 
a 2D or 3D projection. The most dynamic 
development can be observed in video and 
film retrieval where particular images or 
objects need to be traced down or a scene has 
to be selected from the whole material. In this 
area the most rapid achievements are 
noticeable in news agencies, where there is a 
continual downpour of new information. 
Effective retrieval of the relevant fragment of a 
film is a very challenging task in any news 
agency's video database. 

- The level of adaptability to the needs of 
users and the query. The most difficult issue 
in multimedia information retrieval is how to 
make a query describing the needs of the user. 
At present, the user requirements are reflected 
in the query asking methods, which can be 
generally [16] divided into: 

1. Interactive techniques based on feedback 
information from the user, commonly known 
as relevance feedback (RF) [17], [18]; 

2. Automated techniques based on the global 
information derived from the entire 
collection; 

3. Automated (might also be interactive in 
some cases) techniques based on local 
information from the top retrieved results, 
commonly known as local feedback or 
collaborative image retrieval (CIR) [19] 
which is a powerful tool to narrow down the 
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semantic gap between a low- and high-level 
concept. 

In a global analysis approach, all the 
documents in the collection are indexed. This 
structure is then used to select additional terms 
for the query expansion. In local analysis, the 
top retrieved documents for a query are 
examined (usually without any assistance from 
the user) at query time to determine the terms 
for the query expansion [20]. Large modern 
DBs actively employ user's interaction, 
namely, relevance feedback by labelling some 
top similar and dissimilar images as positive 
and negative samples. Images labelled in this 
way are incorporated into a training set. A 
more precisely labelled training set boosts 
algorithms to build a wider boundary between 
clusters [21), [22), [23]. 

- The level of abstraction. Among many 
content-based image retrieval (CBIR) systems 
available on the market, there exist three main 
approaches to CBIR. Firstly, images are 
determined by text annotations. Secondly, 
images are retrieved by matching an example 
based on low-level descriptors, such as colour, 
texture, shape, etc. [24]. Thirdly, some 
semantic information is selected from 
analyzing images to retrieve a similar scene 
[25), [26), [27). 

- The level of generality of the visual 
information domain. Image information 
depends on the image domain. The most 
general images are found on the WWW. The 
medical images are the most varied because a 
vast array of diagnostic devices generates 
them, for example, magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI), X-ray computer tomography 
(CT), positron emission tomography (PET) 
[15], medical ultrasonography, endoscopy, 
elastography, tactile imaging, thermography or 
medical photography. Another example can be 
satellite images, where a multispectral 
projection is most frequently used. Users of 
each domain require different information, 
which results in different methods of image 
processing. 

- The level of automation of the database 
collection. Different image collections are 
acquired with diverse methods. Automatic 
acquisition is generally used in monitoring 
different processes from biological [28) 
through industrial (machine vision) [29] or 
microscopic scale to satellite. Personal images 
(portraits) are acquired manually unless they 
are photographs from a CCTV at airports or 
other monitored objects. 
The level of information retrieval. There are 
two measurements, recall and precision, to 
evaluate the performance of the retrieval 
system. For a query q, the database set of 
images relevant to the query q is denoted as 
R(q), and the retrieval result of the query q is 
denoted as Q(q). The precision (1) of the 
retrieval is defined as a fraction of the 
retrieved images that are indeed relevant to the 
query: 

precision 
_ JQ(qJ n R(qJ 1 

- jQ(q) J 
(1) 

The recall (2) is the fraction of relevant images 
that is returned by the query: 

II _ jQ{q) n R{q)j 
reca - [R(q)[ (2) 

Usually, prec1s10n and recall are only rough 
descriptions of the performance of the retrieval 
system because recall tends to increase, while 
at the same time precision is likely to decrease. 
Image and video retrieval is based on how the 
contents of an image or a chain of images can 
be represented. The users of a CBIR system 
have a diversity of goals, in particular, search 
by association, search for a specific image, or 
category search [30]. 
The search by association often implies 
iterative refinement of the search, the 
similarity or the examples with which the 
search was started as the user has only vague 
aim of an image of interest. Systems in this 
category typically are highly interactive, where 
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the specification using sketches or example 
images. The search for a precise copy of the 
image in mind or for another image of the 
same object assumes that the target can be 
interactively specified as similar to a group of 
given examples. 
For a given query, the system first retrieves a 
list of images ranked according to a predefined 
similarity metric. Gradually, the images start 
to be analysed as a "local concept" space · 
which means that the perceptually and 
semantically distinguishable colour and texture 
patches from local image regions in individual 
images are examined. Then, a similarity can be 
expressed as a comparison of the query to the 
whole collection, or only as the local analysis 
for the correlations between the concepts 
based on the co-occurrence pattern [20]. 
Another approach takes into account multi-set 
data mining and object spatial relationship in a 
three stage search engine [31]. 
With the growing amount of images one of the 
latest developments the Peer-To-Peer (P2P) 
CBIR search engine. It has been designed to 
provide multi-instance query with multi
feature types to effectively reduce network 
traffic and maintain high retrieval accuracy. 
These systems have also been designed to 
provide scalable retrieval among the folly 
centralized and fully de-centralized database 
framework, which can adaptively control the 
query scope and progressively refine the 
accuracy ofretrieved results. 
At present, many commercial and academic 
search engines are offered (a list on the WWW 
page [32]). The recent progress in image 
retrieval has been made due to scene 
understanding [25], [27], [33]. 
The level of visual information compression. 
Modem technologies enable us to use visual 
information, practically, in all user's front-end 
equipment. As visual information is very 
resource consuming, information distribution 
requires that data transmission is carried out 
only in a compressed form [34], [35]. Both 
image compression and transmission have 
forced the development of many new methods 

of sending data. Depending on compression 
rates we divide compression into lossy and 
lossless. The former, generally, provides 
higher compression rates, but it is more 
affected by impairments caused during data 
transmission on a wireless network, whereas, 
the latter compression algorithms folly 
regenerate the original information at the 
receiver. Some of the commonly used 
compression standards are JPEG (Joint 
Photographic Experts Group), GIF (Graphics 
Interchange Format), and PNG (Portable 
Network Graphics) [36] . The JPEG 2000 
standard was developed using Discrete 
Wavelet Transformation (DWT) instead of 
Discrete Cosine Transformation (DCT), which 
is used for the JPEG codec. As a result, JPEG 
2000 offers higher compression rates without 
introducing the blocky and blurry effects 
introduced by the original JPEG standard. 
Furthermore, JPEG 2000 allows progressive 
downloading of images with different 
resolution, quality, components, or spatial 
regions, eliminating the problem of 
decompression of the entire image before it 
can be displayed. This feature is particularly 
useful for Wireless Multimedia Sensor 
Networks (WMSN). 

B. Classification of CBIR systems 

According to a -search engine mechanism we can 
divide CBIR systems into the following [37]: 
- Retrieval based on low-level features 

o SIFT 
- Retrieval based on annotations 
- Hierarchical databases [3 8] 
- Relevance feedback and learning 
- Aim dedicated CBIR 

o medical 
o police 
Browsers of image collections 

- Systems for image classification 
Semantic retrieval 

- Scene understanding 
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These search engine mechanisms will be 
presented in details in sec. VII in terms of 
searching techniques. 

III. VISUAL FEATURE DESCRIPTORS 

There is no universal or exact definition of what 
constitutes a feature, and the exact definition often 
depends on the problem or the type of application. 
Feature detection is a low-level image processing 
operation. Below we present the most common 
used algorithms which are further useful in search 
engines construction. 

A. Colour information 

Colour is a commonly used feature because its 
layout in the image is the key information whereas 
the simpler systems extract only global features 
from the colour image. The more advanced ones 
use colour information about regions or separate 
segments [24] 

Each pixel of the image can be represented as a 
point in a 3D colour space. Many colour spaces 
for image retrieval, including RGB, Munsell, CIE 
L *a *b *, CIEL *u *v*, HSV are used depending on 
the aims and the method of image acquisition. 

Colour information gives the opportunity to 
construct such descriptors as: 

colour moments (mean, variance and 
skewness) [39], [40] help to describe colour 
distribution in the whole image, which is the 
basis for many CBIR retrieval processes. 
Nevertheless, they do not give the spatial 
information about pixels; 
the colour histogram is easy to compute and 
invariant in terms of scaling and rotation, 
however, it also fails to provide spatial 
information about pixels, so many images have 
similar histograms; 
the colour coherence vector (CCV) [41] is 
constructed based on the colour histogram. In 
this case, each histogram bin, a separate one 
for each colour, is partitioned into two parts: 
coherent if it belongs to a large uniformly
coloured region, and incoherent in the opposite 
case. It means that two pixels a and a' are 
coherent if they belong to region C such that 
a,a' E C and there exists a path in C between a 

and a'. For the image, the CCV is defined as 
the vector [(a1,,81), (a2,,82), .. . ,(aN,,BN)], where a; 
denotes the number of coherent pixels of the i'h 
colour bin, whereas .BN denotes the number of 
coherent pixels. The additional spatial 
information included in the CCV improves the 
results of retrieval in comparison to the simple 
colour histogram. 
the colour correlogram, also called a second
order histogram, describes the spatial 
correlation of pairs of colours. A colour 
correlogram is a table indexed by colour pairs, 
where the kth entry for (i,j) specifies the 
probability of finding a pixel of colour j at a 
distance r from a pixel of colour i in the image. 
The colour correlograms for all sets of colours 
are rather large, therefore, a simplified version 
is an auto-correlogram which is a spatial 
relationship only between points of identical 
colour. 

B. Texture Information 

Texture is one of the most important visual cues 
to identify homogeneous regions [ 42]. The goal of 
texture classification is to identify each uniform 
texture region, whereas the goal of texture 
segmentation is to obtain the boundary map and 
further separate regions characterized by different 
textures. Another procedure is texture synthesis, 
often used for image compression and also 
important in computer graphics where the aim is 
to render object surfaces which are as realistic 
looking as possible. 

For our purpose, the key operation is 
segmentation, in a nutshell, we can assume that 
image texture is an attribute representing the 
spatial arrangement of grey or colour levels of the 
pixels in a region [43]. Hence, the intensity 
variations in an image, characterizing texture, 
generally reflect physical variations in the real 
scene. To model these variations the following 
issues need to be addressed: 

pixel colour value in a spatial neighbourhood; 
spatial distributions of these values; 

- their resolution or scale; 
the unrecognizability of separate primitive 
objects in a texture region. 
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Basically, texture representation methods can be 
classified into four categories: structural, 
statistical, fractal (44] and transformational (24] as 
it can be seen in Fig. 2. The first category of 
methods can be divided into morphological 
operators and adjacency graphs presenting texture 
as structural primitives and their placement rules. 
The primitive can be as simple as a single pixel 
that can take a grey value, but it is usually a 
collection of pixels. The placement rule is defined 
by a tree grammar. A texture is then viewed as a 
string in the language defined by the grammar 
whose terminal symbols are the texture primitives. 
An advantage of this method is that it can be used 
for texture generation, as well as texture analysis. 
The patterns generated by the tree grammars can 
also be regarded as ideal textures in Zucker' s 
model (45]. They are more effective when we 
have a regular texture. 

Texture describing methods 

structural fractal stalistical transformation 
methods domain 

graphs morphological 

I opetor co-occurrence matrices FFT (Fourier 
Power Spectrum) 

tree Voronoi autocorrelation function grammar neighbourhood Gabor transform 
local Binary Pattern 

wavelets 
Tamura feature {multiresolution 

filtering) 
Wold decomposition 

Markov random fields 

Gibbs random fields 

Fig. 2. The categories of texture describing methods. 

Another example is Voronoi features [46], 
which were proposed because the local spatial 
distributions of tokens are reflected in the shapes 
of Voronoi polygons. Many of the perceptually 
significant characteristics of a token's 
environment are manifest in the geometric 
properties of Voronoi neighbourhoods. In order to 
apply geometrical methods to grey level images, 
we only need to first extract tokens from images. 

The statistical methods describe texture by 
statistical distribution of image intensity. There are 
numerous statistical texture representations: 

co-occurrence matrices. Spatial grey level co
occurrence estimates image properties related 
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to second-order stattsttcs. Haralick [ 47) 
suggested the use of the GxG grey level co
occurrence matrix Pd for a displacement vector 
d = (dx,dy), defined as follows. The entry (iJ) 
of Pd is the number of occurrences of the pair 
of grey levels i and j which are a distance d 
apart. Formally, it is given as: 

pd (i,j) = 
= l{((x,y), (t, v)) : J(x,y) = i, J(t, v) = j} I (3) 

where (x,y),(t, v) ENxN, (t, v) = (x+dx, y+dy), 
and 1-1 is the cardinality of a set. Based on this 
matrix some useful texture features can be 
described, such as: energy, entropy, contrast, 
homogeneity or correlation. 
Autocorrelation function - can be used to 
assess the amount of regularity as well as the 
fineness - coarseness of the texture in the 
image. Formally, the autocorrelation function 
ofan imageJ(x,y) is defined as follows: 

a(x,y) = 
L~=oL~=o l(u, v)l(u + x, v + y) 

L~=O L~=O 12 ( u, V) 

(4) 

Local Binary Pattern (LBP) operator (48] is, 
originally, based on a 3x3 pixel 
neighbourhood (see the example sub-table in 
TABLE I). Image pixels in each neighbour
hood of a pixel (iJ) are exchanged into a 
binary threshold map where I is for a pixel 
larger than the central pixel and O where the 
values are less than the central one ( see the 
threshold sub-table in TABLE I). The values 
of the pixels in the threshold map are 
multiplied by the weights given to the 
corresponding pixels. The weights are the 
power of 2 where the number of 
neighbourhood is the exponent (see the 
weights sub-table in TABLE I). Finally, the 
values of the eight weighted pixels are 
summed to obtain one factor ( the result can be 
seen in TABLE I). The LBP histogram 
computed over a region is used as a texture 
description. Because of the LBP design, it is 
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invariant under any monotonic grey scale 
transfonnation and provides information about 
the spatial structure of the local image texture. 
Due to its 3x3 window operation, however, 
feature distributions may be sensitive to 
geometric distortion. This operator was 
extended later [ 49] for neighbourhoods of 
different sizes, for instance, circular 
neighbourhood and bilinear interpolation of 
non-integer pixel values. 

TABLE! 
COMPUTATION OF LOCAL BINARY PATTERN (LBP). 
E I Th h Id W . ht R It xamp e res o e1g s esu 
8 
7 
9 

5 2 1 0 0 1 2 4 I 0 0 
6 1 1 X 0 8 X 16 8 X 0 
13 7 1 I 1 32 64 128 32 64 12, 

LBP = 1+8+32+64+128=233 

The original LBP operator was defined to only 
deal with the spatial information. Later, it was 
extended to a spatiotemporal representation for 
dynamic texture analysis. For this purpose, the 
so-called Volume Local Binary Pattern 
(VLBP) operator was proposed [50]. 

- Tamura feature; Tamura et al. [51] considered 
six basic textural features: 
• coarseness - relates to distances of notable 

spatial variations of grey levels, that is, 
implicitly, to the size of the primitive 
elements forming the texture. 

• contrast - measures how grey levels vary 
in the image and to what extent their 
distribution is biased to black or white. The 
second-order and normalised fourth-order 
central moments of the grey level 
histogram are used to define the contrast. 

• directionality - measured the distribution 
of oriented local edges against their 
directional angles using the Sobel edge 
detector. 

• line-likeness - is defined as an average 
coincidence of the edge directions. 

• regularity - is defined as the normalised 
sum of the standard deviations of the 
corresponding above-mentioned feature. 

• roughness - feature is given by simply 
summing the coarseness and contrast 
measures. 

- Wold decomposition, [52], [43] provides three 
different components to describe texture: 
harmonic, evanescent, and non-deterministic, 
corresponding to periodicity, directionality, 
and randomness introduced by his 
predecesors. Periodic textures have a strong 
harmonic component, highly directional 
textures have a strong evanescent component, 
and less structured textures tend to have a 
stronger non-deterministic component. The 
deterministic periodicity of the image is 
analysed using the autocorrelation function. 
The corresponding Wold feature set consists of 
the frequencies and the magnitudes of 
harmonic spectral peaks ( e.g. the largest 
peaks). The nondeterministic (random) 
components of the image are modelled with 
the multiresolution simultaneous 
autoregressive (MR-SAR) process. The 
retrieval uses matching of the harmonic peaks 
and the distances between the MR-SAR 
parameters. The similarity measure involves a 
weighted ordering based on the confidence 
level in the query pattern regularity. 
Markov random fields [53]. Random field 
models consider an image as a 2D array of 
random scalars (grey values) or vectors 
(colours). In other words, the signal at each 
pixel location is a random variable. Each type 
of texture is characterised by a joint 
probability distribution of signals that accounts 
for spatial inter-dependence, or interaction 
among the signals. The interacting pixel pairs 
are usually called neighbours, and a random 
field texture model is characterized by the 
geometric structure and quantitative strength 
of interactions among the neighbours. If pixel 
interactions are assumed translation invariant, 
the interaction structure is given by a set N of 
characteristic neighbours of each pixel. This 
results in the Markov random field model 
where the conditional probability of signals in 
each pixel (i,j) depends only on the signals in 
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the neighbourhood {(i+m,j+n): (m,n) from the 
set N}. 

- Gibbs random fields (GRF). This theory is 
borrowed from Gibbs principal ensembles of 
statistical thermodynamics. We move from 
particles to pixels and still analyse potential 
and energy functions. Hence, GRF assigns a 
probability mass function to the entire lattice: 

P(X = x) = ½exp [- I E(ct)], Vx E 11 (5) 
CtEC 

where Z is a normalizing constant known as 
the partition function and E(c;) is the energy 
function. 
For texture analysis, general generic Gibbs 
random field models with multiple pairwise 
pixel interactions allow to relate the desired 
neighbourhood to a set of most 'energetic' 
pairs of the neighbours. A Gibbs distribution is 
usually defined with respect to cliques, i.e. 
proper subgraphs of a neighbourhood graph on 
the lattice. A clique is a particular spatial 
configuration of pixels, in which all its 
members are statistically dependent on each 
other. Then the interaction structure itself and 
relative frequency distributions of signal co
occurrences in the selected pixel pairs can 
serve as texture features. 

Many natural surfaces have a statistical quality 
of roughness and self-similarity at different scales. 
Fractals are very useful and have become popular 
in modelling these properties in image processing 
but scale variations can have a great impact on the 
imaged appearance of a texture. Self-similarity 
across scales in fractal geometry is a crucial 
concept. The fractal dimension gives a measure of 
the roughness of a surface. 

Fractal-based texture analysis was introduced by 
Pentland in 1984 [54]. For images, we use two 
spatial dimensions and the third dimension is 
image intensity l(x,y). To apply the fractal model 
to an image surface, we need to assume that: the 
random function I(x) is a fractal Brownian 
function and the fractal dimension of a fractal 
Brownian function is invariant over 

transfonnations of scale1. In order to obtain the 
fractalness of an image, Pentland introduced the 
description of the image change 
Af = l(x +~x) - l(x) with scale as follows (eq. (5) 
[54]): 

E(IAf&I) ll&ll"H =E(IAf&-11) (6) 

where: E(IAf&I) is the expected value of the 
change in intensity Af over distance &, H is the 
Hurst exponent [55], [56]. Equation (6) is the 
mutual relation of the image intensities expressed 
in a statistical way. 

We can assume that " = E(IAft.x -11), hence we 
obtain in the above equation E(I~) = " ll&I( By 
applying log to both sides we have 

log E(IAfl) = log"+ log HJl&II- (7) 

The Hurst exponent H can be obtained by using 
the least-squares linear regression to estimate the 
slope of the grey- level difference GD (k) versus k 
in a log-log scale and k varies from 1 to the 
maximum values, where: 

GD(k) = 
I::=1 I:i,:t-1II(x, y) - I(x,y + k)I 

=--~---------+ 
2N(N-k-1) (8) 

I::~f-1 I:i=1II(x,y) - l(x + k,y)I 
+ 2N(N-k-1) 

The fractal dimension FD can be derived from 
the relation FD=3-H. The approximation error of 
the regression line fit should be determined to 

'Following Mandelbrot [183] the increments of a random 
function {X(t,m); -oo < t < co) are said to be self-similar with 
parameter H?: 0 if for any h > 0 and any moment lo 

{X(to+r,m) -X(to,m)) ~ {h"H[X(to+hr,m)-X(to,m)]). 

ifX(t0,m) has self-similarity and stationary increments and 
is mean square continuous, then O:s;H<I there is a constant V 
such that 

E [X(t0+r,m)-X(t0,m)]' = Vr2H. 

For images, following Pentland [54], instead of time I we 
speak about spatial dimension x, so we have 
E[l(x+ru:) - l(x)] 2 = V ru: 2H. 
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prove that the analyzed texture is fractal, and thus 
be efficiently described using fractal measures. A 
small value of the fractal dimension FD implies 
that a large value of the Hurst exponent H 
represents fine texture, while a large FD, implying 
a smaller H value, corresponds to coarse texture 
(57]. 

Recently, texture descriptors have been based on 
transformational models. Let us recall the basic 
notions about the unitary transform. A general 
linear operation on the input image J(x,y) results in 
an MxN output image U(m,n) which is defined by: 

K-1]-l 

U(m,n) =II I(x,y)0(x,y;m,n) (9) 

x=O y=O 

where: O(x, y; m, n) is the operator kernel. 
Based on this universal rule we can 

chronologically describe the most useful 
transformational methods: 
- Fourier power spectra and Fast Fourier 

Transform (FFT) (58]. For image function 
J(x, y) we compute its Fourier transform as: 

F(u,v) 
N-1 N-1 

1 '\:"' '\:"' {-2rri } (10) = N L, L, I(x, y)exp -y::, (xu + yv) 
x=O y=O 

where (u, v) are the spatial frequencies and the 
quantity IF(u, v)l2 is defined as the power 
spectrum which, in fact, is the modulus of a 
complex number. In the image terms the 
energy distribution of the power spectrum 
reflects the periodical structure of a texture, 
whereas the directional nature of the texture is 
reflected in the direction distribution of energy 
in the power spectrum. Frankly speaking, the 
limitation at high frequencies is the image 
resolution. 
The Gabor transform [59], (60]. The Fourier 
transformation is an analysis of the global 
frequency content in the signal. Many 
applications require the analysis to be 
localized in the spatial domain. This is usually 
handled by introducing spatial dependency 

into the Fourier analysis. The classical way is 
using the window Fourier transform. 
Considering one dimension, the window 
Fourier transformation of a sinusoidal wave 
fu 0 (x) = eiuox is defined as: 

F (u) = 2m5(u - uo), where 8 is the Dirac 
function. Then its energy is spread over the 
frequency interval in the neighbourhood of a 
uo: 

When the window function w(r) is Gaussian, 

1 r2 

w(r) = --e-za2 • 
2mr2 ' 

rz = x2 + y2 (11) 

the transfonn becomes a Gabor transform (61], 
[62]: 

G(x,.y) = 

where (xo,Yo) is the center of the receptive 
window in the spatial domain and (u0,v0) is the 
optimal spatial frequency of the filter in the 
frequency domain. a;; and q, are the standard 
deviations of the elliptical Gaussian along x 
and y. The 2D Gabor function is thus a product 
of an elliptical Gaussian and a complex plane 
wave. 
The 2D Gabor function consists of a sinusoidal 
plane wave of a certain frequency and 
orientation modulated by a Gaussian envelope 
given by: 
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Fig. 3. ID Gabor function, where a) the real part of the 
function and b) the imaginary part of the function [63]. 
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g(x,y)=exp{-½[;;+~;n- (13) 

· cos(2rrw0 (x cos0 + y sin0)) 

where cvo and 0 are the frequency and phase of 
the sinusoidal wave, respectively. Then a set of 
Gabor filters can be obtained by appropriate 
dilations and rotations of g(x,y) for angles 

0 = ; , n= 0,1, .. . , K-1 (see Fig. 4). In this 

case, the Gabor transform of an image J(x,y) is 
defined as: 

Wn (x,y) = J I(x,y) Bn(X - Xi, Y - Y1)dx1dY1 
(14) 

for which: µn = JIWn(x,y)I dxdy (15) 

(16) 

where µ n is the mean and O'n is the standard 
deviation of the magnitude of Wn (x,y) for a 
particular orientation. 
The texture analyzers implemented here are 
based on 2D Gabor functions which offer a 
strong correlation with the actual human 
segmentation and respective visual field 

profiles are adequately modelled by Gabor 
filters. 

,-1" 

:ll 
:i 

0•180 

=~ 

.... 
=~ 
:[I. ,., 

=~ 
Fig. 4. The examples of 2D Gabor functions for particular 

angles 0 = 'ff, where K is the number of orientations. The 

central contours correspond to the half-peak magnitude of 
the filter responses in the set of Gabor filters with the upper 
centre frequency of interest, w1, = 0.4, the lower centre 
frequency of interest, w 1 = 0.05, six orientations (K = 6), and 
four scales (S = 4), follows by [64]. 

the wavelet transformations are a big group of 
methods focused on the multiresolution 
analysis concept. Generally, the structures to 
be recognized have a very different size. 
Hence, it is impossible to define a priori an 
optimal resolution for image analysis. Burt 
[65] and Crowley [66] have each introduced 
pyramidal implementation to compute image 
details in different resolutions. A 
multiresolution analysis (MRA) yields a scale
invariant interpretation of the image. A 
multiresolution representation provides a 
simple hierarchical framework for interpreting 
the image information. In different resolutions, 
details of an image generally characterize 
different physical structures of the scene; in a 
coarse resolution, these details correspond to 
larger structures represented by 'big' image 
components. 
The idea of wavelets is based on a basic 
function called a wavelet (17) with two 
parameters: one - s, characterizing the scale, 
the other one - u, indicating the position of the 
function, introduced instead of the sinusoidal 
basic function with one parameter cv. 
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1 ( X - U) 
t/Jsu(x) = {st/J -s- (17) 

Hence, the JD continuous wavelet transform is 
the projection of an f (x) signal, in the L2(R), 
onto the function family { \Vsu, s > 0, ueR} 
generated from the single function \V by 
translation and dilation: 

[ Wl/Jf] (s, u) = < t/JsuJ > = 
+oo_--:-,---,,..-

= s-½ J t/J ( ~ u) f(x)dx (18) 

The idea of this method is presented in Fig. 5. 

•rt.xJ 

,+------
-··-·--+-- -----------·- -------

j l'v.,fl.x) 

~ 

Fig. 5. A function f (x) and its projection onto two 
consecutive levels V. 1 and V0 of the multiresolution 
analysis (67). 

The redundancy of the continuous wavelet 
transform (18) can be cleared by discretizing 
both the scale factor s and the translation u. 
Then, we need a dyadic scale space, s=i and 
u=k with j,keZ where Z is an integer. The 
fragment of the orthogonal basis with levels 
from V.3 to V.1 for Symmlet wavelets can be 
seen in Fig. 6. 
The theory of multiresolution signal 
decomposition was developed by Mallat [68], 
[69] and Meyer [70] and thus the paradigm for 
constructing wavelets was established. Polish 
mathematicians were also involved in this 
analysis [7 I]. 

Some S8 Symmleta al Vasloua Scales and LocaUons 

4',.,. 

416,43 

\j/0,32 

4',.,, 

\l's.13 

~ .. 
%., 

%., 

.. ~~ .. ,-~-~-~~-~-~-o., ,_, ,_, 

Fig. 6. An example of the dyadic Symmlet wavelet. A scalej 
and location k are presented for each wavelet J/fj.k on the right 
side (63). 

-Many different wavelets have been introduced 
over the years, some of them are real and some 
others are complex. The Gabor wavelet (see 
Fig. 7) is an example of a function in the 
complex domain. Each ellipse from Fig. 4 
represents the frequency support of a dyadic 
wavelet i'f:j- This support size is proportional 
to 2-j and its position rotates when K is 
modified. 

The discrete Gabor wavelet transform 
(GWT), for example, is applied in texture 
recognition and segmentation. Sebe and Lew 
[64] prepared an efficient method based on 
GWT parameters, such as µ and a to be used 
as the texture feature vector. Fig. 8 presents 
four different grey texture representatives (top 
left) and the organization of wavelet image 
coefficients dfk,I = (I, t/Jfk,I} [72] . The dotted 

lines show the direction of details (top right). 
In the bottom left square we can see a wavelet 
transform for texture images, whereas in the 
bottom right square we can see the 
organization ofGWT coefficients (cf. (15) and 
(16)) that constitute feature vector/= {µn,o;,}. 
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~1-·10~ 
J------,-----,_ 

Fig. 7. The real and imaginary parts of the Gabor wavelet for 
a =2 and a,=3 which are 'larger' than the example of the 
subset shown in Fig. 4 [63]. 

··· .. AA . 

Feature vector 
f1Rr··•,f',ll, 

Fig. 8. A texture classifier based on the Gabor wavelet 
transformation (follows [64], [72]). 
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At the same time, Faizal and Fausi [73] 
also used the DWT decomposition scheme and 
they noticed that the DWT of image MxM 

gave as a result (3K + I )xM 2 coefficients. 
Based on this fact they transformed wavelet 
coefficients to the 3D domain where they 
looked for clusters whose centroids 
characterized a texture. 

One of the reasons why so many kinds of 
wavelets were introduced is the fact that the 

a) 

c) 

'shape' of the developed wavelets corresponds 
with the shape ofan analysed image in order to 
describe its surface more precisely. The idea 
corresponds to the shape of wavelet applied by 
Jaworska [12], when the geometrical 
architectural texture according to its shape can 
be analysed by the simplest wavelets, namely, 
the Haar wavelets. Based on 2D FWT maps of 
object texture are prepared showing the change 
distributions in a horizontal and vertical 
direction of a texture. 

b) 

d) 

Fig. 9. Distance maps of texture calculated based on the 2D 
FWT with Haar wavelets. a) original image of a roof 
segment, b) the red component of the original image, c) 
distances for negative wavelet coefficients cH I, d) distances 
for negative wavelet coefficients cVI [12]. 

C. Edge detection 

The third visual feature which can be 
identified in an image is edges. In an ideal case, 
the result of applying an edge detector to an image 
may lead to a set of connected curves that indicate 
the boundaries of objects, the boundaries of 
surface markings, as well as curves that 
correspond to discontinuities in surface 
orientation. 

Generally, edge detection can assume an 
image model in which discontinuities of image 
brightness are likely to correspond to: 
• discontinuities in depth; 
• discontinuities in surface orientation; 
• changes in material properties; 
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• variations in scene illumination. 
The edge or contour can be defined as a 

parametric curve, polygon, or B-spline, but then 
can cause problems with the description of non
uniformed topological objects. 

The method presented below covers grey 
images, because edge detection for colour images 
is more complicated. If a pixel falls on the 
boundary of an object in an image, then its 
neighbourhood is a zone of grey-level transition. 
Edge detection operators examine each pixel 
neighbourhood, and quantify the slope, as well as 
the direction, of the grey level transition. 

There are several methods to do this, for 
example: 
• thresholding [74] 
• watershed algorithm [75]; 
• gradient methods; 
• active contours; 
• Hough transform; 
• fuzzy thresholding [76]; 

1) Gradient Methods 
When we treat the slope and direction of a 

potential edge as the magnitude and direction of 
the gradient vector, respectively, we apply the 
second derivative of the intensity of a 2D image 
function J(x,y), namely, the Laplacian: 

a' a' 
'ii'2J(x,y) = ax' I(x,y)+ 01, I(x,y) (19) 

The Laplacian is a linear, shift-invariant 
operator and its transfer function is equal to zero at 
the origin of a frequency space. Fig. 11 presents an 
example of edges and both derivatives. 

At present, for the discrete image version, 
most methods are based on convolution with a set 
of directional derivative masks - filters: 

H(m,n) = LLJ(i,j) M(m-i,n- j} 
I I 
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(20) 

(21) 

where the exemplary masks M 3x3, for a discrete 
Laplacian H(m, n) are shown in TABLE II. 

Fig. 10. The kind of edges (at the top}, the first derivative of 
the edges (in the middle), the second derivative of the edges 
(at the bottom). 

TABLE II 
LAPLACIAN CONVOLUTION KERNELS. 

0 -I 0 
-1 4 -1 
0 -1 0 

-I 
-1 
-I 

-I -I 
8 -I 
-I -I 

The other well-known edge operators are 
suggested by: Sobel [77], Prewitt [78] and Kirsch 
[74]. In all of them each pixel in the image is 
convolved with both kernels. One kernel responds 
maximally to a generally vertical edge and the 
other to a horizontal edge. The maximum value of 
the two convolutions is taken as the output value 
for that pixel. The kernels for the Sobel edge 
operator are• shown in TABLE III, whereas their 
results are presented in Fig. 11 c). 

TABLE III 
THE SOBEL CONVOLUTION KERNELS. 

-1 0 I I 2 1 
~ 0 2 0 0 0 
- I O I -I -2 -I 

The kernels for the Prewitt edge operator are 
shown in TABLE IV. 
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TABLE IV 
PREWITT CONVOLUTION KERNELS 

-1 0 1 1 1 1 
-1 0 0 0 0 
-1 0 -1 -1 -1 

a) b) 

Ci1nnY1dguforclu11,,2 

c) d) 

Fig. I I. An example of edge detection. a) the original 
image, b) a layer segmented by clustering, c) an example of 
the Sobel method for the layer from b ), d) an example of the 
Canny method for the layer from b ). 

The Canny edge detector [79] is !mown to 
many as the optimal one for a number of reasons; 
the first and most obvious being its low error rate. 
It is important that edges presented in images 
should not be missing and that there are no 
responses to non-edges. The second reason is that 
the edge points are well localized, while the third 
that there is only one response to a single edge. 

In the Canny algorithm the Gaussian filter, 
based on the 5x5 mask, is used to smooth the 
image because the larger the Gaussian mask, the 
lower the detector's rate of sensitivity to noise. 
Next, the Sobel operator is applied to estimate the 
gradient Gx in the x-direction and Gy in the y
direction. The magnitude, the so-called edge 
strength of the gradient is thus approximated, 
using the formula: 

I G I= I Gx I+ I Gy I (22) 
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Then we find the edge direction 

0= arctan ( ~) (23) 

See the result of the Canny edge operator in Fig. 
11 d). 

2) Boundary tracking by Active Contours 
In contrast to gradient-based representation, 

where the boundaries are detected based on the 
pixel intensity, the parametric model of active 
contours leads to the energy minimization 
problem. 

Formally, let p be a metric (for instance the 
Euclidean metric) in R2 and 
K(xo, c) = {xeR2: p (xo,x) < c} be a sphere with 
the centre xeR2 and radius c< 0. A set c ~ R2 is a 
contour if and only if there exists a function f' 
R2 • R, such as: 

c={xeR': V /\ f(x)<!OAJ(x,)<0}. 
&>0 x1 ,x2eK(x,&) 

Active contours, or snakes, are computer
generated curves that move within images to find 
object boundaries [80]. A traditional snake is a 

parametric curve C(p)=[x(p)], where pe[0,1], 
y(p) 

that moves through the spatial domain n of an 
image I(x,y). A snake, which we call the gradient 
vector flow (GVF) snake, begins with the 
calculation of a field of forces, called the GVF 
forces, over the image domain. 

J(C) = E,,,(C) + Ew (C) (24) 

The external energy function Ew is derived from 
the image so it moves towards the image contour: 

Eu,= f P(C(p))dp=-VP(C(p)) (25) 
0 

where P(x,y) is a convolution of image I(x,y) (seen 
as a line) with a 2D Gaussian function Ga (x,y) 
with a standard deviation o; as follows: 
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P(x,y) = - I v'G)x,y) * I(x,y) I' (26) 

The internal energy E;n, controls the snake like a 
physical object resistant to both stretching and 
bending, towards the image boundaries: 

E;,, = _!_ J a I C'(p) I' +/JI C"(p) I' dp (27) 
2 0 

where the first derivative C'(p) models stretching 
and elasticity, whereas the second derivative 
C"(p) models bending and rigidity, where a and /J 
are weight parameters. 

A snake that minimizes J(C) must satisfy the 
Euler equation: 

aC"(p)-/JC""(p)-v'P(C(p)) = 0 

that can be viewed as a force balance equation 

F,., +F~~> = 0 

where: F,,,, = a C" (p) - /JC'"' (p) 

and F;:,> =-v'Eex,· 

(28) 

(29) 

The GVF forces create the gradient of an image 
edge map (see Fig. 12). 

Fig. 12. A gradient vector flow (GVF) field for a U-shaped 
object. These vectors will pull an active contour towards the 
object boundary. (follows: Active Contours, Deformable 
Models, and Gradient Vector Flow Chenyang Xu and Jerry 
L. Prince web page: http://www.iacl.ecc.jhu.edu/static/gvf/) 
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In comparison with the classical edge 
detection techniques, snakes have multiple 
advantages: 
- They produce closed and smooth object 

boundaries. 
- They autonomously and adaptively search for 

the minimum state. 
- External image forces act upon the snake in an 

intuitive manner. 
Incorporating Gaussian smoothing in the 
image energy function introduces scale 
sensitivity. 
But they also have some key drawbacks: 
They are sensitive to local minima states, 
Minute features are often ignored during 
energy minimization over the entire contour. 

- Their accuracy depends on the convergence 
policy 

3) Hough Transform 
The classical Hough transform was concerned 

with the identification of lines in the image, but 
later the Hough transform was extended to identify 
the positions of arbitrary shapes, most commonly 
circles or ellipses. 

The simplest variant of the Hough transform is 
used to detect of straight lines. In general, the 
straight line y = mx + b can be represented as a 
point (b,m) in the parameter space. However, 
vertical lines pose a problem. Instead, Duda and 
Hart (81] propose the polar coordinate 
representation of a line 

p = x cos0+ y sin 0, (30) 

Fig. 13. Left: The original image, Right: Lines found by the 
Hough transform. 

where p is the distance from the ongm to the 
closest point on the straight line, and 0 is the angle 
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between the x axis and the line connecting the 
origin with that closest point. 

Each point in image generates the sinusoid in 
Hough space, and each point along this sinusoid 
corresponds to the p-0 values for a single line 
passing through the original point. 

Fig. 14. The Hough transform space. White sinusoids 
represents lines visible in Fig. 13. 

The Hough space is an accumulator space 
which means that it sums up the votes of many 
pixels in the image, and points in Hough space 
that have a large total vote are then interpreted as 
indicating the corresponding alignment on the real 
space image. To construct the Hough transform, 
every point present in the real-space image casts 
its votes into the Hough space for each of the lines 
that can possibly pass through it. 

D. Shape Information 

Shape extraction is a non-trivial operation, but 
shape-based methods are particularly challenging 
due to the intrinsic difficulties in dealing with 
shape location and recognition. Nevertheless, there 
is no doubt that shape is one of the basic features 
describing image content. 

Hence, we define the key properties of shape 
feature: 
• identifiability: shapes which are found 

perceptually similar by humans have the same 
features that are different from the others; 

• translation, rotation and scale invariance; 
• the location, the rotation and the scaling 

changes of the shape must not affect the 
extracted features; 
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• affine invariance: the affine transform 
performs a linear mapping from one to another 
coordinates system that preserves the 
"straightness" and parallelism" of lines. Affine 
transform can be constructed using sequences 
of translations, scales, flips, rotations and 
shears. The extracted features must be as 
invariant as possible with affine transforms 
noise resistance: features must be as robust as 
possible against noise, i.e., they must be the 
same irrespective of the strength of the noise 
in a given range that affects the pattern. 

• occultation invariance: when some parts of a 
shape are occulted by other objects, the feature 
of the remaining part must not change 
compared to the original shape. 

• statistically independent: two features must be 
statistically independent. This represents 
compactness of the representation. 

• reliability: as long as one deals with the same 
pattern, the extracted features must remain the 
same 

Shape description can be generally divided into 
two kinds of methods: contour-based and region
based. Under each kind, the methods are further 
divided into a structural and global approach based 
on whether the shape is represented as a whole or 
by segments (primitives). The whole breakdown is 
shown in Fig. 15. 

Shape describing methods 

Contour-based 
.----"---7 

Region-based 
.----"---7 

structural global structural global l convex hull area chain code perimeter 

polygon compactness 

B-spline eccentricity 

invariants shape signature 

Hausdorff distance 

Fourier descriptor 

wavelet descriptor 

curvature scale space 

media axis Euler number 

core eccentricty 

geometric moments 

Zernike moments 

pseudo- Zernike moments 

Legendre mo~ents 

grid method 

autoregressive shape matrix 

elastic matching 

Fig. 15. Shape describing methods [82]. 
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Contour shape techniques only exploit shape 
boundary infonnation. Zhu et al. [83] use salient 
contours, extracted from bottom-up contour 
grouping, as tokens for image-model shape 
matching. Shape matching with contours instead 
of isolated edges has several advantages. Long 
salient contours are more distinctive, which leads 
to efficiency of the search as well as the accuracy 
of shape matching. Furthermore, by requiring the 
entire contour to match objects as a whole, we 
remove accidental alignment causing false positive 
detections. 

Contour shape techniques only exploit shape 
boundary information. Zhu et al. [83] use salient 
contours, extracted from bottom-up contour 
grouping, as tokens for image-model shape 
matching. Shape matching with contours instead 
of isolated edges has several advantages. Long 
salient contours are more distinctive, which leads 
to efficiency of the search as well as the accuracy 
of shape matching. Furthermore, by requiring the 
entire contour to match objects as a whole, we 
remove accidental alignment causing false positive 
detections. 

Boundary-based methods such as [84] represent 
shapes by the locations of the maxima of its 
curvature scale space (CSS) image. Shapes are 
smoothed by selecting the appropriate scale and 
then matched by shifting the CSS contours so that 
the major maxima of one image overlaps that of 
the other. The shape boundaries are approximated 
using polygonal curves and are progressively 
simplified through discrete curve evolution based 
on a novel relevance measure. The weakness of 
the boundary-based approach is that it does not 
represent the interior of the shape [85] and is, 
therefore, very sensitive to spatial reconfigurations 
of parts and local boundary perturbations. 

In region-based techniques, all the pixels within 
a shape region are taken into account to obtain the 
shape representation. Common region based 
methods use moment descriptors to describe 
shapes [86]. Other region based methods include 
grid method, shape matrix, convex hull and media 
axis . 

The most efficient as shape descriptors are 
moments of inertia: 
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µP,=I,2)x-x)P(y-y)'J(x,y), p,q=0,I,2 (31) 
X y 

and Zemike moments [87]. Zemike moments are a 
set of complex polynomials {Vpq(x,y)} which fonn 
a complete orthogonal set over the unit disk of 
x' + y' ,; I. Hence, the definition of 2D Zemike 

moments with p th order with repetition q for 
intensity image J(x,y) of the image is described as: 

Z = _.E_±__!_ fJ V • ( x, y )I ( x, y) dxdy 
pq 1! x2 + y2S l pq (32) 

where: 

V • ( X' y) = V p .- q ( X' y) . 
pq 

(33) 

Generally, the first 10 Zemike moments i.e. 
those from Zoo to Z33, are sufficient as a shape 
feature. The scale invariance is obtained by 
normalizing Zoo by the total number of image 
pixels. 

Characteristic features of Zemike moments are: 
(i) invariance to rotation only; (ii) the translation 
invariance is achieved by the location of the 
original image centroid in the centre of the 
coordinates. 

Although the Zemike moment descriptor has a 
robust performance, it has several shortcomings. 
First, the kernel of Zernike moments is complex to 
compute, and the shape has 
to be normalized into a unit disk before deriving 

the moment features. Second, the radial features 
and circular features captured by Zernike moments 
are not consistent, one is in the spatial domain and 
the other is in the spectral domain. It does not 
allow multi-resolution analysis of a shape in radial 
direction. Third, the circular spectral features are 
not captured evenly at each order, this can result in 
a loss of signilcant features which are useful for 
shape description. To overcome these 
shortcomings, a generic Fourier descriptor (GFD) 
has been proposed by Zhang and Lu [82]. The 
GFD is acquired by applying a 2D Fourier 
transform on a polar-raster PF: 
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PF= 

=LL I(r, 0;) exp ~2rr (i p + z;i cp)) (34) 
T 

where: 0 < r < R and 0, = i (2-rr/T) (0 :S i < T); 
0 :Sp< R, 0 :S rp < T. R and T are the radial 
frequency resolution and angular frequency 
resolution, respectively. The normalized 
coefficients are the GFD. The similarity between 
two shapes is measured by the city block distance 
between their GFDs. 

It has been found that methods operating within 
the spatial domain suffer from two main 
drawbacks: noise sensitivity and a high dimension 
of the feature vector. The problems can be solved 
in four ways: histogram, moments, scale space and 
spectral transforms. 

E. Local Feature Descriptors 

1) Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) 
The scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) 

was introduced by Lowe (14] , (13] to identify 
objects in two images, even if these objects were 
cluttered or under partial occlusion, because the 
SIFT feature descriptor is invariant to uniform 
scaling and orientation. In like manner, it is 
partially invariant to affine distortion and 
illumination changes. 

The algorithm starts from key-points detection 
in order to identify locations and scales that can be 
repeatably assigned under differing views of the 
same object. Key-point locations are defined as 
maxima and minima of the difference of the 
Gaussians G(x,y, a-) applied in a scale-space to a 
series of smoothed and resampled images. 

L(x,y, a-) = G(x,y, a-) * J(x,y) (35) 

where L(x,y, a-) is the product of a convolution. 
There is a separation of a multiplicative factor k 

for two nearby scales: 

D(x,y, a-) = L(x,y,ko-) - L(x,y, a-) (36) 

The scale-space extrema detection produces too 
many key-point candidates, so at first, for each 
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candidate key-point, interpolation of nearby data is 
used to accurately determine its position. The 
interpolation is done using the quadratic Taylor 
expansion of the difference-of-Gaussian scale
space function, D (cf. (36)) with the candidate 
key-point as the origin. This Taylor expansion is 
given by: 

aDr 1 a 2D 
D(x) = D +- x+-xT-x ax 2 ax 2 

(37) 

for x = (x,y, o-f 
Low contrast candidate points and edge 

response points along an edge are discarded. 
Dominant orientations are assigned to localized 
key-points. These steps ensure that the key-points 
are more stable for matching and recognition. The 
SIFT descriptors robust to local affine distortion 
are then obtained by considering pixels around a 
radius of the key location, blurring and resampling 
of local image orientation planes. 

The next step is the orientation assignment when 
each key-point is assigned one or more 
orientations based on local image gradient 
directions. First, the Gaussian-smoothed image 
L(x,y, OJ at the key-point's scale a- is taken so that 
all computations are performed in a scale-invariant 
manner. For an image sample L(x,y) at scale o; the 
gradient magnitude m(x,y) and orientation B(x,y) 
are precomputed using pixel differences: 

m(x,y) = 
j(L(x + 1,y) - L(x- l,y)) 2 + (L(x,y + 1)- L(x,y-1)) 2 

B(x,y) 

(
L(x,y + 1) - L(x,y - 1)) = arctan 
L(x + l,y) - L(x - l,y) 

(38) 

assuming that V(x,y) in the neighbourhood (xo,Yo) . 
The SIFT key samples generated at a larger 

scale are given twice the weight of those at a 
smaller scale. This means that the larger scale is in 
effect able to filter the most likely neighbours at 
the smaller scale. This also improves recognition 
performance by giving more weight to the least
noisy scale. To avoid the problem of boundary 
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effects in bin assignment, each key-point match 
votes for the 2 closest bins in each dimension, 
giving a total of 16 entries for each hypothesis and 
further broadening the pose range. 

Fig. 16. The gradient magnitude and orientation at each 
point ofa 4x4 set of samples (on the left) which are accumu
lated into orientation histograms with 8 bins each (in the 
middle). The key-points descriptor summarizes the contents 
over 4x4 subregions, as shown on the right, with the length 
of each arrow corresponding to the sum of the gradient mag
nitudes near that direction within the region. Peaks in the 
orientation histogram correspond to dominant directions of 
local gradients. 

Hough transform ( cf. (30) ) is used to cluster 
reliable model hypotheses to search for keys that 
agree upon a particular model pose. Hough 
transform identifies clusters of features with a 
consistent interpretation by using each feature to 
vote for all object poses that are consistent with 
the feature. When clusters of features are found to 
vote for the same pose of an object, the probability 
of the interpretation being correct is much higher 
than for any single feature. An entry in a hash 
table is created predicting the model location, 
orientation, and scale from the match hypothesis. 
The hash table is searched to identify all clusters 
of at least 3 entries in a bin, and the bins are sorted 
into decreasing order of size. 

Each identified cluster is then subject to a 
verification procedure in which a linear least 
squares solution is performed for the parameters of 
the affine transformation relating the model to the 
image. The affine transformation of a model point 
[x y)T to an image point [u v]T can be written as 
below: 

[~] = [ :~ :: ] [;] + [ t ] (39) 

where the model translation is [ t, ty] T and the 
affine rotation, scale, and stretch are represented 
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by the parameters m,, m2, m3 and m4. To find the 
transformation parameters the equation above can 
be rewritten to gather the unknowns into a column 
vector. 

y 
0 

O 0 
X y 

1 
0 (40) 

This equation shows a single match, but any 
number of further matches can be added, with 
each match contributing two more rows to the first 
and last matrix. At least 3 matches are needed to 
provide a solution. We can write this linear system 
as Ax "'"b (41) 

where A is a known n-by-p matrix (usually with 
n > p ), x is an unknown p-dimensional parameter 
vector, and b is a known n-dimensional · 
measurement vector. 
Therefore, the minimizing vector x is a solutio;1-qf 
the normal equation. 

(4?) 

hence, we obtain: 

(43) 

which minimizes the sum of the squares of the 
distances from the projected model locations to the 
corresponding image locations. 

2) RootSIFT 
SIFT was originally, by Lowe [13), designed to 

be used with the Euclidean distance, but since 
there is a histogram comparison, Arandjelovic and 
Zisserman [88) introduced alternative histogram 
distance measures, namely the Hellinger kernel. 

The Hellinger kernel for two L 1 normalized 
histograms, x and y (i.e. rr x, = 1 and x, 2: 0), is 
defined as follows: 
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n 

H(x,y) = L Ni (44) 
i::;1 

where n is a number of vector with unit Euclidean 
norm such as: lfxll2 = I. 

The RootSIFT application increases the average 
precision of retrieval. 

3) Rotation-Invariant Generalization of SIFT 
(RIFT) 

Fig. 17. Scale invariant interest point detection: (Top) Initial 
multi-scale Harris points (selected manually) corresponding 
to one local structure (89]. 

RJFT is a rotation-invariant variant of SIFT 
dedicated to texture images where the notion of 
orientation is difficult to define. The RJFT 
descriptor is constructed using circular normalized 
patches divided into concentric rings of equal 
width and within each ring a gradient orientation 
histogram is computed [89], [90]. To maintain 
rotation invariance, the orientation is measured at 
each point relative to the direction pointing 
outward from the center. 

When the size of the LoG kernel matches with 
the size of a blob-like structure, the response at
tains an extremum. 

ILoG(x, O'n)I = crJ(Lxx(X, an)+ Lyy(X, an)I (45) 

The LoG kernel can therefore be interpreted as a 
matching filter. 

4) Fisher Vector (FV) 
The Fisher kernel has been proposed, in the 

context of measuring the amount of information 
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that an observable random variable X carries about 
an unknown parameter 0 of a distribution that 
models X. Formally, it is the variance of the score, 
or the expected value of the observed information. 
From the theory of information we know that the 
entropy of a random value Vis: 

H(V) = - Lp(v) log(p(v)) (46) 

Further, this approach has been moved to an 
image classification, where the Fisher kernel 
method is to derive a function that measures the 
similarity between two sets of data X and Y, such 
as the sets of local descriptors extracted from two 
images. The idea is to characterize a signal with a 
gradient vector derived from a probability density 
function (pdf) which models the generation 
process of the signal [91]. 

This representation can then be used as input to 
a discriminative classier. For the problem of image 
categorization the input signals are images. 
Perronnin and Dance proposed to use, as a 
generative model the Gaussian Mixture Models 
(GMM) which approximates the distribution of 
low-level features in images, i.e. a visual 
vocabulary. 

For sample X = {x1, t = 1, ... ,T} of observations, 
which is a set of T local descriptors extracted from 
an image and p(X IA) represents pdf with A 
parameters, the gradient of the log-likelihood 
describes the contribution of the parameters to the 
generation process [92]: 

X .1 
G,i = TV,ilogp(XJJ) (47) 

The dimensionality of this vector depends only 
on the number of parameters A, not on the number 
of patches T. 

In the context of image retrieval the FY are 
usually t 2 -normalized since, as proved it Perronnin 
et al. [92] this is a way to eliminate the fact that 
distinct images contain different amounts of 
image-specific information. The Fisher Vector is 
applied to non-binary local features, using the 
Gaussian Mixture Model to represent the average 
distribution p(X IA). 
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5) Vectors of Locally Aggregated Descriptors 
(VLAD) 

The VLAD method analyzes the local 
descriptors contained in an image to create 
statistical summaries that still preserve the 
effectiveness of local descriptors and allow 
treating them as global descriptors [93]. This 
image descriptor was designed to be very low 
dimensional (e.g. 16 bytes per image). 

This method encodes a set of local feature 
descriptors F = (x1, • • • , Xk), extracted from an 
image treated as a codebook with k visual words, 
using a dictionary based on a clustering method, 
such as GMM or k-means clustering. Each local 
descriptor xi is then associated with its nearest 
centroid NN(xj) = µ;. 

vi.i = L (xj-µiJ (48) 
x such that NN(x)=µ, 

where i=l, ... , k is the index of visual word (k -
number of centroids) and j=l, .. . ,d is the local 
descriptor component. Hence, the whole image 
representation dimension is D = k x d. 

For each cluster, the residual vectors (i.e. the 
difference between the centroid and the associated 
descriptors) are accumulated and the sum of the 
residual is concatenated into a single vector 
V = [v[ ... vn Next, vector V is normalised by 
v:=v/llvll2 and the Euclidean distance is sufficient 
to compare two VLADs. 

6) Features from accelerated segment test (FAST) 
FAST is a comer detection method, introduced 

by Rosten and Drummond in 2006 (94], which 
could be used to extract feature points and later 
used to track and map objects (95]. A FAST 
comer detector uses a circle of 16 pixels (a 
Bresenham circle of r =3) to classify whether a 
candidate point p is actually a comer. Each pixel 
in the circle is labeled from integer number 1 to 16 
clockwise. For a set of N contiguous pixels, if the 
pixels in the circle are all brighter than the 
intensity of candidate pixel p ( denoted by Ip), plus 
a threshold value t, or all darker than the intensity 
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of candidate pixel p, minus threshold value t, then 
p is classified as a comer. The conditions can be 
written as: 
1. A set of N contiguous pixels S, V x E S, the 

intensity of x denoted by (Ix) can be 
Ix> Ip+ t; 

11. A set of N contiguous pixels S, V x E S, 
Ix< Ip - t; 

So when either of the two conditions is met, 
candidate p can be classified as a comer. There is 
a tradeoff between selecting N, the number of 
contiguous pixels and the threshold value t. Then, 
N is usually selected as 12. A high-speed test 
method could be applied to exclude non-comer 
points. 

Generally, the FAST detector is employed to 
find objects in video frames because of its 
effectiveness. 

7) Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF (ORB) 
ORB is basically a fusion of the FAST key-point 

detector and a BRIEF descriptor with many 
modifications to enhance the performance 
introduced by Rublee et al. (96] in 2011. First, it 
uses FAST to find key-points, then apply the 
Harris [97] comer measure to find top N points 
among them. It also uses a pyramid to produce 
multiscale-features. 

In order to compute orientation, they found 
moments of order p and q, such as: 

mpq = LL:XPy•I(x,y), p,q = 0,1,2 
X y 

and intensity centroids: C = (m10, mo1). 
moo moo 

(49) 

Then, a vector DC from the comer's center, 0, 
to the centroid, can be constructed. The orientation 
of the patch then simply is: 

0 = atan2 (mo1, m 10), (50) 

where atan2 is the arctangent function with two 
arguments. In order to improve the rotation 
invariance of this measure authors made sure that 
moments are computed with x and y remaining 
within a circular region of radius r. They 
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empirically selected r to be the patch size, so that 
that x and y run from [ -r, r]. 

Next, the Binary Robust Independent 
Elementary Features (BRIEF) descriptor is used 
for a simple binary test r between pixels in a 
smoothed image patch p, as follows: 

{ 1 : p(x) < p(y) 
r(p; x, y) := 0 : p(x) 2: p(y) (51) 

where p(x) is the intensity of p at a point x. The 
feature is defined as a vector of n binary tests: 

fnCP) := I zi-lr(p;x,,y;) (52) 
lSiSn 

The test pairs of x and y are selected by Gaussian 
distribution around the centre of the patch or PCA 
for good discrimination. 

As tests for typical frames of size 640x480 
proved, the ORB descriptor gives significant time 
decreasing. 

IV. OBJECT SEGMENTATION 

Based on the above-described features the 
objects from an image can be extracted. There are 
many different methods of image segmentation. 
One approach extracts a central object from a 
mono-chromatic background, for example based 
on morphological operations by Chen et al. [98], 
based on the curvature shape by Abbassi et al. 
[84], or by Sze [99]. The second approach 
segments multi-object images which is most 
challenging. 

A. Based on colour 

Let us begin from the colour segmentation. 
Some general algorithms such as k-means or 
colour histogram do not offer the optimal solution. 
Hence, we present here a very fast algorithm based 
on the principal colour from the (R,G,B) triple. 

With the aim of labelling a pixel, the biggest 
value from the triple (R,G,B) is selected and a 
cluster colour is defined. In this way, three 
segments - red, green and blue are obtained. 
Additionally, points with equal values ofRGB are 
labelled as grey. For better results, each colour is 
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divided into three shades, according to their 
brightness of colour. These shades are shown as 
three regions (I, II, III) which determine point 
brightness. The idea of the segmentation is 
illustrated in Fig. 18. The radius r of the dividing 
sphere was counted in the Euclidean measure, 
namely 

-JR' +G' +B' r - max max max - 3 • (53) 

rad 

Fig. 18. The way of labelling the set of pixels. Regions I, II, 
III show pixel brightness and the biggest value of triple 
(R,G,B) determines the segment colour. 

c) d) 

Fig. 19. Colour segmentation results: a) the original RGB 
image, b) segmented objects presented in their average 
colours, c), and d) extracted objects. 

Generally, Rmax = Gmax = Bmax :'.:: 255 because full 
saturation of colours is rare. Moreover, we added 
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three segments: black, grey and white for pixels 
where R = G = B or was not exactly equal 
according to their region (I, II, III) . 

We assumed that 'not exactly equal' meant that 
IR-GI < cr and IR-BI < cr, where 10 < cr < 15. 
Having done this, we obtained images segmented 
into 12 clusters. For visualization, the objects are 
presented in their average colours (see Fig. 19 b)). 
The examples of separated objects are seen in Fig. 
I 9 c) - roof and Fig. 19 d) - balcony railing. 

B. Based on texture 

In the case of textured objects the LBP operator, 
introduced by Ojala et al. in 2002 [49], can be 
applied to object segmentation (see subsec. III. B). 
Fig. 20 presents a texture mosaic composed of five 
textures from outdoor scenes, such as those 
frequently encountered in satellite images. 

•l bl cl 

Fig. 20. Texture mosaic segmentation based on LBP [49]. 

•l bl cl 

Fig. 21. Natural scene segmentation based on the texture 
according to the LBP [49]. 

Acharyya and Kundu [100) applied an 
orthogonal and linear phase M-band wavelet 
transform to decompose an image into MxM 
channels. Various combinations of these bandpass 
sections were taken to obtain different scales and 
orientations in the frequency plane. Texture 
features are obtained by subjecting each bandpass 
section to a nonlinear transformation and 
computing the measure of energy in a window 
around each pixel of the filtered texture images. 
Unsupervised texture segmentation was obtained 
by a simple K-means clustering. 
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Another attempt at automatic texture segmenta
tion, i.e. without any a priori knowledge of either 
the type of textures or the number of textures in 
the image was taken by Faizal et al. [73). As it has 
been mentioned in subsec. III. B the method used 
a modified discrete wavelet frame (DWF) decom
position to extract important features from an im
age before a mean shift algorithm is used together 
with a fuzzy C-means (FCM) clustering to cluster 
or segment the image into different texture re
gions. The proposed algorithm has the advantage 
of high accuracy while low computational costs. 

C. Based on shape 

The idea behind the Curvature Scale Space 
(CSS) representation [84) is that the contour can 
be represented by set of points where the contour 
curvature changes, as well as curvature fragments 
between these points. For each point in the 
contour, it is possible to compute the curvature of 
the contour at that point, based on the neighboring 
points; a point whose two closest neighbours have 
different curvature values is considered a 
curvature change. In fact, not all curvature 
changes are needed to compute the CSS 
representation, but only those where the curvature 
goes from a positive to a negative value or vice
versa. When it happens, the curvature values have 
to go necessarily through zero and therefore these 
changes are called zero-crossings of the curvature, 
as illustrated in Fig. 22. As for the average 
curvature between two of these zero-crossings, it 
basically corresponds to the angle difference 
between the tangents to the contour at these two 
points divided by the arc length joining these two 
points. 

Fig. 22. Zero-crossings of the curvature. 

Positive 
curn1rure 
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A different approach was represented by Latecki 
and Lakiimper [ 10 l] who described shape as line 
segments for silhouette presentation. To reduce the 
influence of digitization noise, as well as 
segmentation errors, the shapes are simplified to a 
set of segments and their length function 
normalized with respect to the total length of the 
whole contour. 

Goh and Chan presented a part-based shape 
descriptor that incorporates both the description of 
the general shape form of each subpart, as well as 
the local boundary perturbation (boundary texture) 
[102]. A shape is decomposed into subparts along 
segmented sections of the extracted shape axes 
and each part is described by two 1-D histograms 
derived from the local gradient vector field. The 
shape part descriptor, associated with each subpart 
of an object, is a saliency measure which weighs 
its visual significance based on the proportion of 
the overall shape region to the subpart. 

The shape description is used in most 
applications, for examples, archeological ones. In 
this case, decoration patterns are described by Xu 
and Liu [103] as a closed contour set. The contour 
of a 2D object is a simple closed curve and the 
area enclosed by the curve is topologically 
homeomorphic to a disk. It has also been assumed 
that the centroid of the curve has been moved to 
the origin of the 2D coordinate system. A contour 
L is described by the function z(t) = (x(t), y(t)), 
0 ::; t < 1 which is the arc-length parameterization. 

D. Based on local features 

Mutch and Lowe [104] modified the model of 
Serre, Wolf, and Poggio [105] by applying Gabor 
filters at all positions and scales; then feature 
complexity and position/scale invariance were 
built up by alternating template matching and max 
pooling operations. Images were reduced to 
feature vectors, which were then classified by an 
SVM. Features are computed hierarchically in five 
layers: an initial image layer and four subsequent 
layers, each built from the previous by alternating 
template matching and max pooling operations 
(see Fig. 23). 
Image layer - the image is converted to grayscale 
and the shorter edge is scaled down to 140 pixels 
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while maintaining the aspect ratio. Next an image 
pyramid of 10 scales is created, each a factor of 
21/ 4 smaller than the last (using bicubic interpola
tion). 
Gabor filter (SJ) layer - is computed from the im
age layer by centering 2D Gabor filters with 4 ori
entations at each possible position and scale ( com
pare Fig. 4). 
Local invariance (CJ) layer - pools nearby SI 
units ( of the same orientation) to create position 
and scale invariance over larger local regions, and 
as a result can also subsample S 1 to reduce the 
number of lOxlO units across in position and 2 
units deep in scale. 

[r, r2 ... rd] 
d feature 
responses 

1 pixel 
per locat,ion 

Fig. 23. Feature computation in the base model. Each layer 
has units covering three spatial dimensions (x/y/scale ), and at 
each 30 location, an additional dimension of feature type. 
The image layer has only one type of pixels, layers SI and 
Cl have 4 types, and the upper layers have d (many) types 
per location. Each layer is computed from the previous one 
by applying template matching or max pooling filters [I 04]. 

Intermediate feature (S2) layer. At every position 
and scale in the Cl layer, authors performed tem
plate matches between the patch of Cl units cen-
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tred at that position/scale and each of d prototype 
patches. These prototype patches represent the 
intermediate-level features of the model. 
Global invariance (C2) layer. Finally a d
dimensional vector was created, each element of 
which is the maximum response (anywhere in the 
image) to one of the model's d prototype patches. 
At this point, all position and scale information 
has been removed, i.e. we have a "bag of 
features". 

V. OBJECTRECOGNITION 

The goal of object recognition is to detect 
objects in images using different models and 
identify these selected objects by classifying them. 
Additionally, of interest is how these objects are 
mutually located to each other in the image. 

As we have mentioned above, we are interested 
in image segmentation and object recognition as 
the first stage of a CBIR construction. At present, 
there are tendencies to use different methods to 
separate foreground objects from the monolithic 
background, beginning from separate colour and 
texture regions as it was presented by Li and 
Shapiro in (106], through using wavelets (107] or 
morphological operations (98], whereas there is a 
need to recognize the foreground objects, 
sometimes overlapped by the others, which are 
found against complicated, multi-object 
background as we can see in Fig. 19. Surely, such 
images are more challenging and the recognition 
process forces us to use different methods to 
obtain the proper classification. 

A. Object Similarity/Dissimilarity 

The simplest approach to object 
similarity/dissimilarity is the comparison of 
feature vectors of two objects. In the context of 
object recognition, we are more interested in 
object classification than in plain object 
comparison. Then, the simplest solution is the 
comparison of an object feature vector x to the 
previously prepared patterns Pk for each class 
used, for instance, Euclidean (54) or Minkowski's 
(56) metrics. The designed classes should attribute 
objects in accordance with human perception into 
M semantic classes. 
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Many measures exist for quantitative variables, 
mostly constructed in an additive way after 
counting the differences for each variable 
separately. The basic metrics are presented in 
TABLE V : 

TABLE V 
DISSIMILARITY METRICS FOR QUANTITATIVE DATA IN 91". 

Metric name Dissimilarity d(x,y) No. 

Euclidean ✓ex -y)'(x -y) (54) 

Weighted Euclidean j (x - y)T diag(w12)(x - y) (55) 

Minkowski's 1 

~I;'.; 1 Jx, - y,IP , p 2'. l , p f. 2 (56) 

Mahalanobis ✓cx-yyc-1 (x - y) (57) 

C is covariance matrix 
City block m 

Iix,-y,1 (58) 

i::l:l 
Max norm max,lx, -y,I (59) 

For texture features, when the feature vector 
represents relative frequency distribution ( e.g., a 
normalised grey level co-occurrence histogram), 
the dissimilarity can also be measured by the rela
tive entropy, or Kullback-Leibler (K-L) diver
gence. Let D(g,q) denote the divergence between 
two distributions, fg = (/2,,: t =I, ... , 1) and fq = ([q,1: 

t=I, ... , 1). Then: 

T 

D(g,q) = ~ f9 ,t logf,[g,t L q.t 
t=l 

(60) 

This dissimilarity measure is asymmetric and 
does not represent a distance because the triangle 
inequality is not satisfied. The symmetric distance 
is obtained by averaging D(g,q) and D(q,g) (108] . 

B. Object Classification 

The semantic approach to images, or even object 
recognition, requires image/object classification. 
The methods finding a similarity/dissimilarity 
among images or objects are insufficient because 
an assignment to a particular class is necessary. 

Generally, the classical classification algorithms 
have been adapted to image recognition. 
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1) Decision Trees 
In the construction of decision trees [109] a 

measure of discrimination is used in order to rank 
attributes and select the best one. The construction 
of a decision tree is equivalent to a restriction of 
the whole set of attributes which describes the data 
to a set of pertinent attributes. Each vertex of a 
binary tree is associated with an attribute [ 11 OJ. 

Inductive learning regarding a given domain is 
based on a set of examples. Each example is a case 
already solved or completely known. It is 
associated with a pair [ description, class] where 
the description is a set of pairs [ attribute, value] 
which is the available knowledge. The class of the 
example is the decision (or category, or solution ... ) 
associated with the given description. Such a set of 
examples is called a training set. Samples 
considered as examples can be taken from a 
database with their attributes and classes as 
descriptors of each case. The aim of inductive 
learning is to find general rules enabling us to 
classify a case only known by means of the 
attributes, or to answer a query regarding the class. 

The decision tree construction methods are 
based on the hypothesis that the value for the class 
is equally distributed. Thus, we have to balance 
the number of objects of each class by randomly 
selecting a subset of the whole development 
dataset because the process of tree construction is 
very sensitive to a lack ofrepresentation of certain 
important attributes of the minority class or 
imbalanced classes. 

There exist many works on the construction and 
utilization of many kinds of decision trees (DT) 
[111), [112): symbolic (DT), binary (DT) [113), 
fuzzy (DT) [114), etc. 

2) Nai"ve Bayes classifier (NB) 
Naive Bayes is a simple technique for 

constructing classifiers: models that assign class 
labels to problem instances, represented as vectors 
of feature values, where the class labels are drawn 
from some finite set. It is not a single algorithm 
for training such classifiers, but a family of 
algorithms based on a common principle: all NB 
classifiers assume that the value of a particular 
feature is independent of the value of any other 
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feature, given the class variable. An NB classifier 
considers each of these features to contribute 
independently to the probability, regardless of any 
possible correlations between them. 

An advantage of the NB is that it only requires 
a small amount of training data to estimate the 
parameters necessary for classification. For some 
types of probability models, NB classifiers can be 
trained very efficiently in a supervised learning 
setting [115]. 

In many practical applications, including image 
processing, parameter estimation for the NB 
models uses the method of maximum likelihood; 
in other words, one can work with the naive Bayes 
model without accepting Bayesian probability or 
usirtg any Bayesian methods. 

Generally, the NB is a conditional probability 
model: given a problem instance to be classified, 
represented by a vector x = (x1, x,,) 
representing some n features (independent 
variables), it assigns to this instance probabilities: 

(61) 

for each of M possible classes. Using Bayes' 
theorem, the conditional probability can be 
decomposed as: 

(C I x) = p(Cm)p(xlCm) 
p m p(x) (62) 

In practice, there is interest only in the 
numerator of that fraction, because the 
denominator does not depend on C and the values 
of the features are given, so that the denominator 
is effectively constant. From the definition of 
conditional probability we know that: 

p(Cm I XJ, ..• , Xn) = p(Cm)p(x,, ... , Xn IC.,) (63) 

Assuming conditional independence of each 
feature 

p(Cm I XJ, ... , Xn) 

oc p(C.,) p(xd C.,) p(x2I Cm) p(x3I Cm)-.. (64) 
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n 

OC p(Cm) [1 p(xd Cm) 
i=l 

Based on this assumption, a classification can be 
constructed where the function that assigns a class 
label y = Ck for some m looks as follows: 

n 

j) = arg max p (Cm) n p(x, I Cm) 
mE{l, ... ,M} i=l 

(65) 

Despite the fact that the far-reaching 
independence assumptions are often inaccurate, 
the naive Bayes classifier has several properties 
that make it surprisingly useful in practice [116] . 
In particular, the decoupling of the class 
conditional feature distributions means that each 
distribution can be independently estimated as a 
one-dimensional distribution. This helps alleviate 
problems stemming from the curse of 
dimensionality, such as the need for data sets that 
scale exponentially with the number of features. 

3) Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a non

probabilistic binary linear classifier introduced by 
Cortes and Vapnik [117) in 1995. An SVM model 
is a representation of the samples as points in a 
space, mapped so that the examples of the separate 
categories are divided by a clear gap that is as 
wide as possible [118]. New examples are then 
mapped into the same space and predicted to 
belong to a category based on whichever side of 
the gap they fall on. 

The SVM constructs a hyperplane or set of 
hyperplanes in a high- or infinite-dimensional 
space, which can be used for classification. 
Intuitively, a good separation is achieved by the 
hyperplane that has the largest distance to the 
nearest training-data point of any class ( so-called 
functional margin), since in general the larger the 
margin the lower the generalization error of the 
classifier. 

For easy visualization, the case of a 2D input 
space can be considered. Data are linearly 
separable and there are many different 
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hyperplanes that can perform separately (Fig. 24). 
Actually, for x e R2, the separation is performed 
by 'planes' w1 x, + w2 x2 + b = 0, which is the 
decision boundary. 

•·+•, 

class I 

class II 
y 

class I 

class II 

. . . 

Maximium 
Optimal hyperplane margine 

X 

Fig. 24. Optimal hyperplane and margins for an SVM 
trained with samples from two classes. The samples on the 
margin are called the support vectors. 

There are many functions that can find the 
optimal separating function without knowing the 
underlying probability distribution. In the case of a 
classification of linearly separable data, the idea is 
the following: among all the hyperplanes that 
minimize the training error (i.e, empirical risk) 
find the one with the largest margin. 

By using given training examples, during the 
learning stage, the SVM finds parameters w = [ w, 
w2 .. . wnf and b of a discriminant or decision 
function d (x,w, b): 

d(x, w, b) = wrx+b = Iw,x, +b, (66) 
l•I 

where: x, w e R", and the scalar b is called a bias. 
The dashed separation lines in Fig. 24 represent 
the line that follows from d(x,w, b) = 0. 

We can notice that the hyperplane is in the ca
nonical form with respect to training data x E X. If 

min fwrx+bf=I 
¥jEX 

(67) 

and if the canonical hyperplane has a maximum 
margin M then this hyperplane is located in the 
middle of M . From the geometric properties the 
margin can be described as M = 21wl where: 

lwl = .j;r; = ✓~ w,2 • If llwll is minimal, M is 

maximum. 
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SVMs belong to a family of generalized linear 
classifiers. Their special property is that they 
simultaneously minimize the empirical 
classification error and maximize the geometric 
margin; hence they are also known as maximum 
margin classifiers. 
4) Fuzzy rule-based classifier (FRBC) 

FRBC uses fuzzy sets for reasoning and has 
been introduced by Ishibuchi [ 119]. Let consider 
an M-class classification problem in an 
n-dimensional normalized hyper-cube (0,1]". For 
this issue, fuzzy rules of the following type are 
used: 

Rule Rq: 
If x1 is Aq1 and ... and Xn is Aqn then Class Lq 

with CFq , (68) 

where Rq is the label of the qth fuzzy rule, 
x = (x1, ... , Xn) is an n-dimensional feature vector, 
Aq; is an antecedent fuzzy set (i = 1, ... ,n), Lq is a 
class label, CFq is a real number in the unit 
interval (0, 1] which represents a rule weight. The 
rule weight can be specified in a heuristic manner 
or it can be adjusted, e.g. by a learning algorithm 
introduced by Ishibuchi et al. (120], [121]. 

We use the n-dimensional vector Aq = (Aq 1, 

... , Aq11 ) to represent the antecedent part of the 
fuzzy rule Rq in (68) in a concise manner. 

A set of fuzzy rules S of the type shown in ( 68) 
forms a fuzzy rule-based classifier. When an 
n-dimensional vector Xp = (xp 1, ... , Xpn) is presented 
to S, first the compatibility grade of Xp with the 
antecedent part Aq of each fuzzy rule Rq in S is 
calculated as the product operator 

µ,,, (xp) = µ ,,, (Xp1)x ... x µ.,,, (Xpn) for Rq E S (69) 

where µ.,, (.) is the membership function of Aq;, 

Then a single winner rule Rw(xp) is identified for 

Xp as follows: 

w (xp) = arg max { CFq x µ,, (xp) I Rq ES}, (70) 
q 

where w(xp) denotes the rule index of the winner 
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rule for Xp-

The vector Xp is classified by the single winner 
rule Rw(xµ) belonging to the respective class. If 

there is no fuzzy rule with a positive compatibility 
grade of Xp (i.e., if Xp is not covered by any fuzzy 
rules in S), the classification of Xp is rejected. The 
classification of Xp is also rejected if multiple 
fuzzy rules with different consequent classes have 
the same maximum value on the right-hand side of 
(70). In this case, Xp is on the classification 
boundary between different classes. We use the 
single winner-based fuzzy reasoning method in 
(70) for pattern classification. 

An ideal theoretical example of a simple three
class, two-dimensional pattern classification 
problem with 20 patterns from each class is 
considered by Ishibuchi and Nojima (119]. There 
three linguistic values (small, medium and large) 
are used as antecedent fuzzy sets for each of the 
two attributes, and 3 x3 fuzzy rules are generated. 

S: fuzzy rule-based classifier with nine fuzzy rules [ II 9] 
Ri: Ifx1 is small and x2 is small then Class2 with 1.0, 
R2: If Xi is small and x2 is medium then Class2 with 1.0, 
R3: If Xi is small and x2 is large then Class! with 1.0, 
JI,: If xi is medium and x2 is small then Class2 with I.0, 
R5 : If xi is medium and x2 is medium then Class2 with 1.0, 
R6: If x1 is medium and x2 is large then Class! with 1.0, 
R1 : If Xi is large and x2 is small then Class3 with 1.0, 
R,: If Xi is large and x2 is medium then Class3 with 1.0, 
R9: Ifx1 is large and x2 is large then Class3 with 1.0. 

The theoretical method presented by Ishibuchi 
does not answer the question how to construct 
membership functions, especially those 
corresponding to linguistic values. Hamilton and 
Stashuk (122] gave a suggestion for the 
construction of membership functions based on 
the standardized residual analysis but they applied 
it to continuous data. 

For the discrete data, this problem can be solved 
by calculating the mean value x and standard 
deviation cr for the elements of each of the three 
classes. The membership function of each class, as 
suggested Jaworska in (123], is constructed as a 
symmetrical trapezoidal function in respect to the 
mean value x where the smaller basis has the cr 
length and the longer one - 2cr. Then, the ranges of 
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features xi and xz are divided into three equal 
intervals. Next, the mean value of a particular 
class is assigned to correspondent intervals which 
represent the proper linguistic values. The effect is 
visible in Fig. 25 for the horizontal and vertical 
axes in the side subplots, respectively. 

In each case, the fuzzy rule-based classifier is 
constructed automatically by matching the 
membership function related to the proper 
linguistic value, resulting in the right class for 
each rule. 

In multi-class systems a FR.BC can be used as a 
second level classifier which has a decisive role in 
the ambiguity situation of classification at the first 
level. It means that when an object has not been 
classified unequivocally to the same class by 
decision tree, NB and SVM classifiers at the first 
stage, the FRBC is applied and it decides 
definitely about the object class. 
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Fig. 25. Classification example [123]. The new element 
marked by the full green square is recognized as an arc 
among classes: arc, pillar and balcony. Membership func
tions are represented by solid colour lines and linguistic 
intervals are drawn in dashed lines. In this case, x, is orienta
tion and x2 the real part of Zemike's moment. 

C Spatial Relationship of Graphical Objects 

It is easy for the user to recognize visually 
spatial object location but the system supports full 
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automatic identification based on rules for location 
of graphical elements which is a challenging task. 

Let us assume that we analyse a house image. 
Then, for instance, an object which is categorized 
as a window cannot be located over an object 
which is categorized as a chimney. For this 
example, rules of location mean that all 
architectural objects must be inside the bounding 
box of a house. For the image of a Caribbean 
beach, an object which is categorized as a palm 
cannot grow in the middle of the sea, and so on. 

In the system designed by Jaworska [31), spatial 
object location in an image is used as the global 
feature. For this purpose, the mutual position of all 
objects is checked. Moreover, object location 
reduces the differences between high-level 
semantic concepts perceived by humans and low
level features interpreted by computers. 

An image 11 is interpreted as a set of n objects Oij 

composing it: 

(71) 

where n is a number of objects in the image 11• 

Each object Oij is characterized by a unique 
identifier and a set of features discussed earlier. 
This set of features includes a centroid 
Cij = (xu, yu) and a label Lij indicating the class of 
an object ou (such as window, door, etc.), 
identified in the process described in [124). Let us 
assume that there are, in total, M classes of the 
objects recognized in the database. For 
convenience, the classes of the objects are 
numbered and thus Lk's are just IDs of classes. 

Formally, let I be an image consisting of n · 
objects and k be the number of different classes of 
these objects, k :5 M, because usually there are 
some objects of the same type in the image, for 
example, there can be four windows in a house. 

Then, by the signature of an image 11 (71) we 
mean the following vector: 

Signature(];)= [nobc11 , nobc,,, . . , nobc;M] (72) 

where: nobc;k denotes the number of objects of 
class Lk present in the representation of an image 
I;, i.e. such objects oij. 
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Now, let Cp and Cq be two object centroids with 
Lp<Lq, located at the maximum distance from each 
other in the image, i.e., 

dist (Cp,Cq) = (73) 
= max {dist (C; ,y) 'ifij E {1,2, ... ,k} and LdL1} 

where: dist(•) is the Euclidean distance between 
two centroids (see Fig. 26 middle subplot). The 
line joining the most distant centroids is the line of 
reference and its direction from centroid Cp to Cq 
is the direction of reference for computed angles 
0ij between other centroids. This way of 
computing angles makes the method invariant to 
image rotation. 

Thus, the mutual location of two objects in the 
image is described in relation to the line of 
reference by triples (L; , L1, 0ij) (see Fig. 26 middle 
subplot). So/Hence, there are T= m (m-I)/2 
numbers of triples, generated to logically represent 
an image consisting of m objects. Let S be a set of 
all triples, then we apply the concept of principal 
component analysis (PCA) proposed by Chang 
and Wu [125] and later modified by Guru and 
Punitha [126] to determine the first principal 
component vectors (PCVs). 

First, a matrix of observations X3x N where each 
triple is one observation is constructed based on a 
set of observations S. Next, the mean value u of 
each variable is calculated, and the deviations 
from the mean vector u is subtracted in order to 
generate matrix B=X-ul , where 1 - vector of 
all ls. In the next step, the covariance matrix C3x3 

is found from the outer product of matrix B by 
itself as: 

C = E [B®B]= E [B B*]=l/N [BB*]. (74) 

where: E is the expected value operator, ® is the 
outer product operator, and * is the conjugate 
transpose operator. Eventually, eigenvectors, 
which diagonalises the covariance matrix C are 
found as follows : 

v-1 CV=D (75) 
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where: D is the diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues 
of C. Vectors V are our three principal compo
nents. 

For further analysis we use the first nine 
coefficients of the PCV which are the "spatial 
components" of the representation of an image I;, 
and are denoted PCV;. 

Fig. 26 presents the most important stages in the 
determination of the spatial object location: from 
the presentation of the original image (top), 
through the object centroid locations ( colours 
indicate particular classes) (middle subplot), to the 
3D subplot of the principal components (bottom). 
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Fig. 26. The main stages of the PCV applied to determine 
the unique object spatial location in an image. 

VI. GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE 

A. Query Concept Overview 

Each CBIR system needs to be asked a query by 
the user. In traditional, alpha-numeric DBs the 
system of queries has been highly developed, 
whereas for the image retrieval a content query 
has not come up to users' expectations. It stems 
from the fact that content-based searches have 
important distinctions compared to traditional 
searches. The limitations of these systems include 
both the image representations they use and their 
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methods of accessing those representations to find 
images. Systems based on keyword querying are 
often unintmtlve and offer little help in 
understanding why certain images were returned 
and how to refine the query. 

Independently of a diversity of methods focused 
on the retrieval, in particular, search by 
association, search for a specific image, or 
category search [127] we can generally divide 
query methods into: 
• Query by keywords [128] 
• Query by example [8], [9] 
• Query by canvas [129], [40) 
• Query by sketches [130) 
• Query by spatial icons [ 131) 
• · Query by image region [ 131) 
• Designed query for semantic retrieval (132), 

[133] 

Query by 
example 

Query by 
canvas 

Query by 
sketches 

Query types 
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Fig. 27. Query types. 

Query by keywords: The first method for asking 
the database a question was using keywords as an 
analog to queries in alpha-numeric DBs. This 
method requires manually added text annotation 
for images collected in DB. It is still used in 
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WWW image search engines but it is notorious for 
being incomplete, inconsistent, context sensitive 
and the ambiguity of meaning of the keywords. In 
this case [128], the keyword ambiguity is 
expanded to the selected reference classes most 
relevant to the query keyword. For example, the 
keyword 'apple' can mean: 'apple fmit', 'apple 
computer', 'apple logo', or 'apple tree' from 
which reference classes are selected. These 
attempts try to fill in the semantic gap that exists 
between the description of an image and the image 
itself. 

Query by example: At present, most systems use 
query by example (QBE) whose major advantage 
is the capability to determine a set of attributes or 
features that describe the contents of the user's 
desired image [129], [9]. In a nutshell, QBE 
provides a clue regarding the search area for the 
search engine, but its drawback is the fact that the 
user first has to find an image which he wants to 
use as a query. In some situations, the most 
difficult task is to find this one proper image 
which the user keeps in mind to feed it to the 
system as a query by example. An evident 
example is shown in [130] where the face sketches 
are needed for face recognition. 

Query by canvas allows the user to compose a 
visual query using geometrical shapes, colours, 
and textures. This approach inherently tends to 
specify objects of interest in an indirect way using 
primitive features [ 40]. Moreover, the similarity 
matching between query and images relies on 
effective pre-segmentation of regions in the 
images, which is generally complex and difficult 
[129]. 

Query by sketches enables the user to draw the 
shape of an object as query but is not popular, 
perhaps because most users are rather poor at 
graphic design [9]. For this reason applications 
have used a query by sketches in a limited form 
only to images of dominant objects in a uniform 
background. 

Query by spatial icons is represented by the 
visual icons with spatial constraints. It specifies a 
query using a higher-level visual semantic 
representation by a query formulae chains 
specifies a region which are designated via logical 
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operators. explicitly in a Boolean expression 
[131]. In the case of implicit query expression, 
specifying pool water, trees, or a group of people 
is unnatural, if not impossible. 

Query by image regions [ 13 I] is an 
enhancement to QBE. The query by multiple 
regions approach [134] allows for the composition 
of a query from multiple regions from example 
images with or without spatial layout. It is useful 
when the user is looking for abstract visual 
concepts. The visual query term specifies the 
region where a semantic support region (SSR) 
should appear, and a query forming chains of these 
terms using logical operators. the concept of SSRs, 
which possess the following properties: 
- They are extracted directly from images 

without segmentation and possess semantic 
power. They can be used to avoid/bypass the 
semantic extraction problem. 
Spatial information is retained in the index 
based on SSRs. 
SSRs are learned and detected from multiscale 
tessellated image blocks which are generally 
numerous and statistical significant. 

Semantic query is difficult for a semantic 
interpretation because computer systems extract 
only image low-level features when the user 
expects many different objects in both the 
foreground and the background of such an image 
[128]. Hence, the multiple semantic interpretation 
results in a retrieval problem because it needs to 
take into account simultaneously: low-level 
features, object layout and a big number of 
involved objects. For this reason, recently systems 
have appeared offering designed queries to the 
user [132], [135], [133] or sampled independently 
images. Later/Then they used different procedures 
to estimate a density distribution, for example, as a 
mixture of Gaussianas [ 136]. 

B. User Designed Query Concept 

At present, most systems use query by example 
(QBE), but its drawback is the fact that the user 
first has to find an image which he wants to use as 
a query. In some situations the most difficult task 
is to find this one proper image which the user 
keeps in mind to feed it to the system as a query 
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by example. An evident example is shown in (130] 
where face sketches are needed for face 
recognition. 

We propose a graphical editor which enables 
the user to compose the image he/she has in mind 
from the previously segmented objects (see Fig. 
28). It is a bitmap editor which allows for a 
selection of linear prompts in the form of contour 
sketches generated from images existing in the 
DB. The contours are computed as edges based on 
the Canny algorithm and as a vector model set to 
the DB during the pre-processing stage. Next, 
from the list of object classes the user can select 
elements to prepare a rough sketch of an 
imaginary landscape. There are many editing tools 
available, for instance: 

~~J';. ·~~~ .i~~'.~ 

l~~~~~t~~-.J 
... :r•--.:--.'-';-~ ___ _J~' ,.~_-:·: j • 

Fig. 28. The main GUI window. An early stage of a terraced 
house query construction. 

creating masks to cut off the redundant 
fragments of a bitmap (see Fig. 29 a) and b)); 
changing a bitmap colour (Fig. 29 c) and d)); 

- basic geometrical transformation, such as: 
translation, scale, rotation and shear; 

- duplication of repeating fragments; 
- reordering bitmaps forward or backward. 

This GUI is a prototype, so it is not as well
developed as commercial programs, e.g. 
Core!Draw, nevertheless, the user can design an 
image consisting of as many elements as they 
need. The only constraint at the moment is the 
number of classes introduced to the DB, which 
now stands at 40 but is set to increase. Once the 
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image has been drafted, the UDQ is sent to the 
search engine and is matched according to the 
rules described in sec. VII pt. J. 

Fig. 29. Main components of the GUI. We can draw a 
contour of the bitmap (see a) and b)) and change the colour 
of an element (see c) and d)). 

However, in case of the absence of UDQ, the 
search engine can work with a query consisting of 
a full image downloaded, for example, from the 
Internet. 

VII . SEARCH ENGINE - RETRIEVAL TECHNIQUES 

A. Introduction 
Below, we analyse the most common search 

engines beginning from the simplest one based on 
low-level features, through engines including 
annotations and ending with engines attempting to 
use semantic matching. In each case we describe 
the search method, we emphasize goals to which 
the engine is dedicated and we conclude with a 
presentation of pros and cons. 

Search engines are constructed to fulfil 
particular criteria which we have described in sec. 
II part A. The discussion of these issues will 
determine which matching mechanism listed 
below is recommended as more efficient than the 
others. For instance, if the user wants to find one 
object in many pictures, e.g. a face in an airport 
video, they will need a different mechanism than 
the user who only orders their collection of 
holidays photos, etc. 
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Hence, the currently predominant engine 
categories listed below are based on (3 7]: 
- low-level features; 

search by metadata; 
using object ontology to define high-level 
concepts, 
bag-of-visual-words (BoW), stemming from 
text analysis, 
object retrieval using SIFT and its 
modification methods, 
relevance feedback (RF) into a retrieval loop 
for continuous learning about users' intentions, 
generating a semantic template (ST) to support 
high-level image retrieval, 
making use of both the visual content of 
images and the textual information obtained 
from the Web for WWW (the Web) image 
retrieval, 
combining visual properties of selected objects 
( or a set of relevant visual features) , spatial or 
temporal relationships of graphical objects 
[137], [138], with semantic properties (139], 
(37]. 

B. Visualization and Browsing of Image 
Databases 

Image browsing systems [140] attempt to 
provide the user with an intuitive interface, 
displaying at once many images as thumbnails in 
order to harness the cognitive power of the human 
mind to recognize and comprehend an image in a 
second. Interaction with a traditional QBE system 
can often lead to confusion and frustration on the 
part of the users, which was confirmed in the 
study by Rodden and Wood (141]. 

Browsing systems give a useful alternative to 
QBE, providing an overview of the database to the 
user, which allows for intuitive navigation 
throughout the system. This is particularly the case 
when images are arranged according to mutual 
similarity, as has been shown in (142], where a 
random arrangement of images was compared 
with a visualisation which positioned images 
according to their visual similarities, i.e. where 
images that are visually similar to each other are 
located close to one another in the visualisation 
space [ 143]. The user can then focus on regions of 
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the visualisations that they are attracted to or 
believe will harbour a particular concept they have 
in mind. Browsing such visualisations can increase 
the rate of retrieval. 

Fig. 30. DB browsing based on visual similarity (144]. 

For image database browsing, the mapping
based visualization is a typical mechanism which 
shows the potential relationships within the DB. In 
order to visualize these high-dimensional features , 
we have to map them down to 2D on a computer 
screen. 

A variety of methods have been devised in order 
to visualise images: 
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Principal Component Analysis (PCA) which is 
the simplest dimensionality reduction 
approach, working in a linear manner ( cf. sec. 
IV part C). 
Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS) in tum 
preserves the original distances in a high 
dimensional space, calculating a similarity 
matrix which describes all pair-wise distances 
between objects in the original space and next 
it projects them to the low-dimensional space. 
Based on the similarity matrix, the 'stress' 
measure can be formulated as follows [143]: 

(76) 

where oij is the original distance between 

objects i and j, and 8ij is the distance in the 
low-dimensional space. Rubner et al. [9] who 
employed MDS based on colour signatures of 
images and the earth mover's distance (EMD) 
was able to create a representation of the high
dimensional feature space using MDS, placing 
image thumbnails at the co-ordinates derived 
by the algorithm, see Fig. 30. 
Fast Map is an alternative dimensionality 
reduction technique devised by Faloutsos and 
Lin [145]. Fast Map reduces high-dimensional 
spaces down to a linear 2D or 3D space. The 
algorithm, having a linear complexity O(kn), 
selects two pivot objects, an arbitrary image 
and its furthest possible neighbour. All points 
are mapped to the line that connects the two 
pivots. 

- Clustering-based visualization. Content-based 
cluster-ing uses extracted feature vectors in 
order to group perceptually similar images 
together. The advantage of this approach is 
that no metadata or prior annotation is required 
in order to arrange images in this manner, 
although image features or similarity measures 
which do not model human perception well, 
can create groupings that may potentially 
make it difficult for a user to intuitively 
browse an image database. 

Fig. 31. A content-based image clustering method for 
public image repositories (146]. 

- Graph-based visualization utilizes links 
between images to construct a graph where the 
nodes of the graph are the images, and the 
edges form the links between similar images. 
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Links can be established through a variety of 
means including visual similarity between 
images, or shared keyword annotations, for 
instance the Pathfinder network [147], see Fig. 
32. The graph-based visualization appears to 
be less common because it is typically 
quadratic in complexity, and therefore can 
only be computed off-line in order to allow for 
real-time browsing. 

Fig. 32. Pathfinder networks of images organized 
by color histogram [147]. 

C. Information Retrieval Based on Low-level 
Features 

Image / can be modelled as a function O of the 
raw image file D, its features F, and 
representations R. The image model is described 
below and is also shown in Fig. 33: 

/= O(D,F,R) (77) 

where D is the raw image data, for instance, an 
image file, F= {!;}, j = I, ... , J is a set of low
level image features, such as colour, shape, 
texture, etc, Rj = {rjk}, k = I, ... , f'0 is a set of 
representations for a given feature fj, e.g. the 
colour histogram and colour moments are 
representations of the colour feature. Each 
representation rjk is a vector consisting of multiple 
components, i.e.: 

(78) 
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where Ljk is the length of the vector rjk• 
This image model has three abstract information 

levels ( data, feature, representation), increasing in 
the informative granularity. Furthermore, different 
weights ( U at the data level, Vj at the feature level 
and ff'.ik at the representation level) exist to reflect 
a particular entity's importance of its level. 

In order to compare the distance between two 
images, we need to define the retrieval model. The 
image model O(D,F,R) together with a set of 
distance measures specify the retrieval model. 
Hence, we measure the distance at the three levels: 
image query ,:P(), features 8() and 
representations 'f'(). Let I'mjk be the jkth 

representation vector for the mth image in the 
database, where m = 1, ... , Mand Mis the total 
number of images in the DB. Let qik,) = I, ... , J, k 
= I, ... , f'0 be the query vector for the jkth 

representation. The retrieval process is illustrated 
in Fig. 33 and can be described as follows. 

<,.zi::! i::> f,> 
ima~s / ( r;, rii,, ~;1 >. / q~ries 

f; : : : f; 
features r JTlii r features 

jk~Jk 

represenations / represenations 

dist8nce 
measures 

Fig. 33. Retrieval process based on feature object 
representation (148]. 

First, we initialize the values of the weights U, 
Vj and ff'.ik- The distance between image and a 
query in terms of the jkth representation is: 

dm(I'jk)= 'f'Jk(I'mjk,qjk,Wjk), (79) 
m= l, ... ,M,j= l, ... ,J,k= I, ... ,f'0 

where dm(I'jk) denotes the distance between the mth 

image and the query in terms of representation jk. 
Then, the distance between the image and the 
query in terms offeaturej is: 
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dm(/j) = (80) 
= 81(dm(Tj1<), Vj) = 81('flJk(Tmjk,qJk, W}k), Vj) 

Then, overall distance is: 

dm= <P(dm(/j),U) = 
= <JJ(fJj('flJk(Tmjk,qjk,Wjk), Vj), U) (81) 

The images in DB are ordered by their overall 
distances to the query (dm). The N most similar 
ones are returned to the user, where N is the 
number of images the user wants to retrieve. 

According to the user's preferences the system 
dynamically updates the weights U, V; and ~k

For the Euclidean distance among the feature 
vector Y. Rui and Th. Hhuang [148] suggested 

1 
computed weight as wjk = "Jk means one over 

standard deviation. 

1) Scale- Invariant Feature Transform SIFT 
The detection and description of local image 

features can help in object recognition. The SIFT 
features are local and based on the appearance of 
the object at particular interest points, and are 
invariant to image scale and rotation. They are 
also robust to changes in illumination, noise, and 
minor changes in viewpoint. In addition to these 
properties, they are highly distinctive, relatively 
easy to extract and allow for correct object 
identification with low probability of mismatch. 
They are relatively easy to match against a (large) 
database of local features but however the high 
dimensionality can be an issue, and generally 
probabilistic algorithms such as k-d trees with best 
bin first search are used. Object description by set 
of SIFT features is also robust to partial occlusion; 
as few as 3 SIFT features from an object are 
enough to compute its location and pose. 

An object is recognized in a new image by 
individually comparing each feature from the 
query to an image from a database and finding 
candidate matching features based on the 
Euclidean distance of their feature vectors. From 
the full set of matches, subsets of key points that 
agree on the object and its location, scale, and 
orientation in a query are identified to filter out 
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good matches. Consistent clusters are determined 
by using an efficient hash table implementation of 
the generalized Hough transform. Each cluster of 
3 or more features that agree on an object and its 
pose is then subject to further detailed model 
verification and subsequently outliers are 
discarded. Finally, the probability that a particular 
set of features indicates the presence of an object 
is computed through the Bayesian probability 
analysis, given the accuracy of the fit and number 
of probable false matches. Object matches that 
pass all these tests can be identified as correct with 
high confidence. 

Fig. 34. Point-to-point correspondence found by the SIFT 
descriptors. 

This property suggested that this method 
retrieves all images containing a specific object, 
even in a large scale image dataset, when that 
object is given as a query by example (QBE). 

Hence, SIFT needs the query-by-example, but 
in some situations it may be difficult to provide, 
for instance, when we have an image in our mind 
but it is difficult to find it as QBE and 
additionally, we do not need the whole collection 
of similar images. 

SIFT's additional advantage is the fact that it 
solved the problem of searching for disparity, 
independently of the issue of epipolar lines in 
stereovision. The example of point-to-point 
correspondence is presented in Fig. 34. 

D. Object ontology to define high-level concepts 

Generally speaking, ontologies define the 
concepts and relationships used to describe and 
represent an area of knowledge. Ontology gives 
the ability to model the semantics contained in 
images, such as objects or events. It provides, in a 
formal way, mutual understanding in a specific 
domain between humans and computers. Hence, 
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ontology represents knowledge in a hierarchical 
structure which is used to describe and organize an 
image collection and it also shows the relation 
between these images. 

In the early approaches high-level concepts were 
described using the intermediate-level descriptors 
of the object's ontology. These descriptors were 
automatically mapped from the low-level features 
calculated for each region in the database, thus 
allowing the association of high-level concepts 
and potentially relevant image regions [149). 
Later, ontology was employed to spatial 
relationships in images such as connectivity, 
disjoint, meet, adjacency, overlap, cover, or inside. 
But the image was divided into 3x3, 5x5 or 9x9 
windows instead of separate objects [150). 

For ontological DBs the Web Ontology 
Languages (OWL), as a family of knowledge 
representation languages, have been constructed 
for authoring ontologies characterized by formal 
semantics. 

An example of a search engine for multimedia 
has been proposed by Doulaverakis [151] and the 
system architecture is illustrated in FIG. 35. Here 
the user initiates a query by providing a QBE. This 
is depicted as case A in FIG. 35 and comprises 
three steps. In the first step (IA) the content-based 
search is completed by analysing the provided 
multimedia content (i .e. performing the 
segmentation, extracting the low-level MPEG-7 
descriptors and evaluating the distance between 
the prototype and the other figures stored in the 
multimedia database). The second step (2A) takes 
into account the metadata (which are mapped to 
the relevant ontologies) of the highest ranked 
results. For instance, the system may detect the 
highest ranked results in terms of visual similarity. 
Based on this information, an ontology-based 
query is formulated internally in the search engine, 
which links the knowledge base and emiches the 
result set with multimedia content that is close 
semantically to the initial content-based results 
(3A). 

Eventually, the response returned to the user 
covers a wider range of items of interest, thus 
facilitating the browsing through the collection 
and shifting the burden of composing queries to 
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the system instead of the user. The reverse process 
is equally interesting (case B in FIG. 35). Here, 
the initial query is a combination of terms defined 
in the ontology, e.g. 'Artefacts from the I st century 
BC'. The knowledge base storing the ontology 
returns the items that fall into that category, as the 
first step (IB). The second step (2B) involves the 
extraction and clustering of the low-level 
multimedia features of this initial set, which is 
followed by multimedia retrieval, leading to the 
final step (3B). 

• • Fig. 35. A hybrid ontology and content-based search engine 
architecture follows (151). 

Ontology is also a method for organizing extra 
large-scale image collections, like the ImageNet 
dataset, created at Stanford University [152). 

There are some advantages of ontology: 
• its application bridges the semantic gap; 
• there is a special language for the user to ask a 

question; 
• ontology-based algorithms are easy to design 

and are suitable for applications with simple 
semantic features . 

The disadvantage is the necessity of preparing a 
special DB and annotating the introduction. 

E. Bag of Visual Words 

A simple approach to classifying images is to 
treat them as a collection of regions, describing 
only their appearance and ignoring their spatial 
structure which is very important in image 
representation. Similar models have been 
successfully used in the text community to analyse 
documents and are known as "bag-of-words" 
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models, since each document is represented by a 
distribution over fixed vocabulary. Using such a 
representation, methods such as the probabilistic 
latent semantic analysis (pLSA) (153] and the 
latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [154] are able to 
extract coherent topics within document 
collections in an unsupervised manner. 

Some time ago, Fei-Fei and Perona [155] and 
Sivic et al. [ 156] applied such methods to the 
visual domain using (153] and (154] in their 
algorithm. 

They model an image as a collection of local 
patches which are detected by a sliding grid and 
random sampling of scales. Each patch is 
represented by a code-word from a large 
vocabulary of code-words which are sorted in 
descending order according to the size of their 
membership and represent. simple orientations and 
illumination patterns. By learning they achieved a 
model that best represents the distribution of these 
code-words in each category of scenes. In the 
recognition process they identified all the code
words in the unknown image. The training and 
testing process is presented in Fig. 36. in a 
symbolic way. 

Fig. 36. Flow chart of the algorithm follows (155]. 

They found the category model that matched 
best the distribution of the code-words of the 
particular image. Their model is based on a 
principled probabilistic approach to learn 
automatically the distribution of code-words and 
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the intermediate-level themes treated as texture 
descriptions. 

An advantage of the BoW model that it is 
applicable in case of complex indoor and outdoor 
images. One of the notorious disadvantages of 
Bo W is that it ignores the spatial relationships 
among the patches, which are very important in 
image representation. Additionally, the system 
needs the preparation of code-words, classes and 
Bayesian hierarchical models for each class. 

F. Relevance Feedback (RF) 

Relevance feedback [17], (19], (22] is an 
interactive technique based on feedback 
information between a user and a search engine by 
requiring the user to label semantically similar or 
dissimilar images with the query image, which are 
treat as pos1t1ve and negative samples, 
respectively. During the last decade, various RF 
techniques have been proposed to involve the user 
in the loop to enhance the performance of CBIR 
[19], [22], (21]. 

Large modern DBs actively employ user's 
interaction for relevance feedback (RF). This is an 
interactive technique based on feedback 
information between the user and a search engine 
in which the user labels semantically similar or 
dissimilar images with a query image, which is 
treated as positive and negative samples, 
respectively. Images labelled in this way are 
incorporated into a training set. The general 
architecture of such systems is presented in Fig. 
37. 

A more precisely labelled training set boosts 
algorithms to build a wider boundary between 
cluster features. For this purpose either Support 
Vector Machine (SVM) is applied to estimate the 
density of positive feedbacks or regarding the RF 
as a strict two-class on-line classification problem 
or discriminant analysis is used to find a low 
dimensional subspace of the feature space, so that 
positive feedbacks and negative feedbacks (which 
we can see in a relevance feedback in Fig. 37) are 
well separated after projecting onto subspace. 

During the last decade, various RF techniques 
have been proposed to involve the user in the loop 
to enhance the performance ofCBIR (157], (158]. 
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For example, Rui and Huang (148] suggest that for 
each of the retrieved images, the user provides a 
degree-of-relevance score, according to the user's 
feedback, such that the adjusted query qjk and the 
weights U, Vj and Wjk ( cf. (81 )) better match the 
user's information needs. The user may use a 
special scroll bars to interactively introduce values 
of weights which is a more effective mechanism 
that only binary distinction (as it is illustrated in 
Fig. 37). 

Feature 
extraction 

Visual 

Retrieval 
engine 

Similarity 
measures 

Fig. 37. CBIR architecture with the relevance feedback (RF) 
mechanism. 

Whether a retrieval model can update its 
weights it can better distinguishe the interactive 
approach from the isolated approach in which all 
the weights are fixed. Because of the fixed 
parameters, this approach models the user's 
information needs and perception subjectivity less 
effectively. For the interactive approach weights 
and query vectors are dynamically updated via 
relevance feedback which improves the efficiency 
of the system. 

Whereas, for instance, L. Zhang et al (19] 
propose a framework of subspace learning when 
the training images are associated with only 
similar and dissimilar pairwise constraints, i.e., 
Conjunctive Patches Subspace Learning (CPSL) 
with side information, to explicitly exploit the 
user's historical feedback log data. It means that 
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they minimize the distances between samples with 
similar pairwise constraints and to maximize the 
distances between samples with dissimilar 
pairwise constraints simultaneously. Samples are 
whole images for which neighbourhood is 
calculated as locally linear embedding (LLE) 
[159]. 

An option of RF is the adaptive technique based 
on the ostensive model of developing information 
needs proposed by J. Urban [160]. 

Generally, an advantage of RF approach is the 
fact that the system can start with a limited 
number of samples because the user will provide 
next labelled samples. RF has been proved to be 
effective in boosting image retrieval accuracy. The 
disadvantage is that most current systems requires 
about several iterations before it converges to a 
stable performance level, but users are usually 
impatient and may give up after two or three tries. 

G. Semantic Template 

In [161] Chang et al. introduced the idea of the 
semantic visual template (SVT) to link low-level 
image features to high-level concepts for video 
retrieval. A visual template is a set of icons or 
example scenes or objects denoting a personalized 
view of concepts such as meetings, sunsets, etc. 
The feature vectors of these example scenes or 
objects are extracted for the query process. To 
generate SVTs, the user first defines the template 
for a specific concept by specifying the objects 
and their spatial and temporal constraints, the 
weights assigned to each feature of each object. 
This initial query scenario is put to the system. 
Through the interaction with users, the system 
finally converges to a small set of exemplar 
queries that 'best' match (maximize the recall) the 
concept in the user's mind. 

Firstly, the user submits a query image with a 
concept representing the image. After several 
iterations, the system returns some relevant images 
to the user. The feature centroids of these images 
are calculated and used as the representation of the 
query concept. Then the ST is defined as 
ST= {C,F,W} with C the query concept, F the 
centroid feature obtained, and W being the weight 
applied to feature vectors. During the retrieval 
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process, once the user submits a query concept, 
the system can find a corresponding ST, and use 
the corresponding F and W to find similar images. 

A disadvantage of this system is the necessity of 
possessing a big lexical database [ 162]. 

H. WWW Image Retrieval 

Image search is based on comparison of 
metadata associated with the image as keywords, 
text, etc. and it is obtained a set of images sorted 
by relevance. The metadata associated with each 
image can reference the title of the image, format, 
color, etc. and can be generated manually or 
automatically. This metadata generation process is 
called audiovisual indexing. 

WWW search engines exploit the evidence from 
both the HTML text and visual features of images 
and develop two independent classifiers based on 
text and visual image features, respectively. The 
URL of an image file often has a clear hierarchical 
structure, including some information about the 
image, such as image category. In addition, the 
HTML document also contains some useful 
information in the image title, ALT-tag, the 
descriptive text surrounding the image, hyperlinks, 
etc. 

However, the disadvantage is the fact that the 
retrieval precision is poor and as a result the user 
has to go through the entire list to find the desired 
images. This is a time-consuming process which 
always contains multiple topics which are mixed 
together. To improve the Web image retrieval 
performance, researchers are making an effort to 
fuse the evidence from textual information and 
visual image contents. 

For example, Rasiwasia at al. proposed a 
combination of a query-by-visual-example 
(QBVE) with a query-by-semantic-example 
(QBSE) based on the probability of existance of a 
visual level represented as a set of feature vectors 
and the probability of a semantic concept by 
which an image is annotated. By using the Bayes 
rule and a similarity function based on methods 
measuring the distance between two probability 
distributions (such as the Kullback-Leibler 
Divergence, Jensen-Shannon Divergence, 
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correlation, etc), they retrieve images most similar 
to the semantic signature (136]. 

On the other hand Wang et al. combine the 
visual features of images with the signatures 
received from the visual semantic space. For each 
relevant keyword, a semantic signature of the 
image is extracted by computing the visual 
similarities between the image and the reference 
classes of the keyword using the earlier trained 
classifiers. The reference classes form the basis of 
the semantic space of the keyword. If an image 
has N relevant keywords, then it has N semantic 
signatures to be computed and stored offline 
[ 163]. 

An advantage of the Web image retrieval is that 
some additional information on the Web is 
available to facilitate semantic-based image 
retrieval. 

I. Hybrid semantic strategy 

Now, we will describe how the similarity 
between two images is determined and used to 
answer a query. Let the query be an image lq, such 
as lq = {oq1, Oq2,· .. , Oqn}, where Oij are objects. An 
image in the database is denoted as 
h,h= {ob1, obi, ... , Obm}- Let us assume that there 
are, in total, M = 40 classes of the objects 
recognized in the database, denoted as labels 
Li , L2, ... , LM. Then, by the image signature I; we 
mean the following vector: 

Signature(];)= [nobc; 1, nobc;2, . •• , nobc;M] (82) 

where: nobc;k denotes the number of objects of 
class Lk present in the representation of an image 
I;, i.e. such objects oif. 

In order to answer the query lq, we compare it 
with each image h from the database in the fol
lowing way. A query image is obtained from the 
GUI, where the user constructs their own image 
from selected DB objects. First of all, we deter
mine a similarity measure sim,gn between the sig
natures of query lq and image h: 

sim,,, (1,,1,) = I;(nob ,; -nob.,) (83) 
I 
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computing it as an analogy with the Hamming 
distance between two vectors of their signatures 

( cf. (72)), such that sim,gn ;::: 0 and 

mfx(nob ,,-nob ., ) 5tr, tr is the limit of the 

number of elements of a particular class by which 
lq and lb can differ. It means that we prefer images 
with the same classes as the query. Similarity (83) 
is non-symmetric because if some classes in the 
query are missing from the compared image the 
components of (83) can be negative. 

If the maximum component of (83) is bigger 
than a given threshold ( a parameter of the search 
engine), then image h is rejected, i.e. , not 
considered further in the process of answering 
query lq . Otherwise, we proceed to the next step 
and we find the .spatial similarity simrcv (84) of 
images lq and lb, based on the Euclidean, City 
block or Mahalanobis distance between their 
PCVs as: 

J 

simPCv(l,,J.) = 1- I,(PCV,, -PCV,,)' (84) 
I•\ 

If the similarity (84) is smaller than the 
threshold (a parameter of the query), then image h 
is rejected. The order of steps (83) and (84) can be 
reversed because they are the global parameters 
and hence can be selected by the user. 

Next, we proceed to the final step, namely, we 
compare the similarity of the objects representing 
both images lq and lb . For each object Oq; present 
in the representation of the query lq, we find the 
most similar object Obj of the same class, i.e. 
Lq; = Lbj• If there is no object Obj of the class Lq;, 

then si111ob (oq;, Ob)= 0. Otherwise, similarity 
si111ob (oq;, Ob) between objects of the same class is 
computed as follows: 

sim_,(o,,,o.) = 1- I,(Fo,11 -Fa.JI )' (85) 
I 

where/ is the index of feature vectors Fo used to 
represent an object. Thus, we obtain the vector of 
similarities between query l q and image h. 
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. -[sim,.(~,,Po.Jl 
snn(l,,1.)- . 

sim,,(o,,,o,.) 

(86) 

where n is the number of objects present in the 
representation of lq, In order to compare images l b 

with the query lq, we compute the sum of 
sim0b (oq;, ob) and then use the natural order of the 
numbers. Therefore, the image l b is listed as the 
first in the answer to the query lq, for which the 
sum of similarities is the highest. 

Fig. 38. A main concept of the search engine. 

Fig. 3 8 presents the main elements of the search 
engine interface with reference images which are 
present in the CBIR system. The main (middle) 
window dispiays the query signature and PCV, 
and below it the user is able to set threshold values 
for the signature, PCV and object similarity. At 
this stage of system verification it is useful to have 
these thresholds and metrics at hand. In the final 
internet version these parameters will be invisible 
to the user, or limited to the best ranges. The lower 
half of the window is dedicated to matching 
results. In the top left of the figure we can see a 
user designed query comprising elements whose 
numbers are listed in the signature line. Below the 
query there is a box with a query miniature, a 
graph showing the centroids of query components 
and, further below, there is a graph with PCV 
components. In the bottom centre windows there 
are two elements of the same class ( e.g. a roof) 
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and we calculate their similarity. On the right side 
there is a box which is an example of PCA for an 
image from the DB. The user introduces 
thresholds to calculate each kind of similarity. 

The strong side of our system is its semantic 
context which limits the semantic gap by taking 
into account middle-level features, such as objects, 
their numbers and spatial locations in an image. 
Additionally, we offer the user the GUI to 
compose their query by which we eliminate the 
necessity oflooking for a QBE. 

TABLE VI. 
The matching results for queries (in the first row) and the 
universal image similarity index for these matches when 
PCV similarity is calculated based on: (column I) the 
Euclidean distance, (column 2) the City block distance (for 
thresholds: si ature = l . 
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On the other hand, our system requires the 
preparation of DB containing objects, patterns, 
and classes. 

As we have mentioned (see sec. VI part B), a 
query is generated with the UDQ interface and its 
size, number of elements (patches) and 
complication depends on the user. The search 
engine displays a maximum of 11 best matched 
images from our DB. Although the user designed a 
few details, the search results are quite acceptable 
(see TABLE VI). 

We also decided to compare our results with the 
Google image · search engine. The results are 
presented in TABLE VII. We also compare our 
search engine with the SIFT method and TABLE 
VII column 3 presents the matching results for a 
query designed in our system. As it can be seen 
the best selected matches are those images whose 
elements can be found in the designed query. 

We have opted for this comparison because 
these systems match images without annotations, 
which has been the most important condition. 
Systems using annotations belong to quite a 
different category while our focus is on pure 
image matching. 
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TABLE VII. 

MATCHES FOR THE GOOGLE AND SIFT IMAGE SEARCH 

ENGINE 

ueries in the second row. 

The default comparison of search engines 
should be carried out based on the standard DB 
benchmarks. However, the user needs are more 
specific and we shall prepare dedicated search en
gines for these requirements, for instance, recogni
tion of licence plate locations [164]. 

As we can see in TABLE VII. the Google engine 
treats the sketch houses as drawings, not as real 
photographs, whereas the SIFT one found the im
ages from which the designed query consists, 
which is proper for this method, but has not been 
the user's intention who wants to receive house 
images most similar to their query in general and 
in detail. 

VIII. IMAGE COLLECTIONS 

All the above-described search engines had to 
be tested as a result of which many classified, in
dexed or annotated reference image databases 
were developed. 

Some new systems use a subset of the Corel 
image dataset [165), others use either self
collected images or other image sets such as LA 
resource pictures [ 166]. The Corel image database 
contains 10,800 images from the Corel Photo 
Gallery divided into 80 concept groups, ranging 
from animals and outdoor sports to natural 
sceneries. These images are professionally pre
classified into different categories. Each group 
includes more than 100 homogeneous images. 

The Kodak database of consumer images [167) 
and Brodatz textures [ 168), [ 169] are widely used 
in perceptual texture feature studies. Images 
collected from the Internet serve as data source, 
especially for systems targeting Web image 
retrieval [136) [163]. 

The Pascal Visual Object Classes (VOC) 
consist of a publicly available dataset of images 
together with ground truth annotation and 
standardised evaluation software [ 170], [ 171]. The 
data is divided into two main subsets: training or 
validation data, and test data. There is complete 
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annotation for twenty classes: i.e. all images are 
annotated with bounding boxes for every instance 
of the twenty classes for the classification and 
detection. 

The lmageNet is an image database organized 
according to the WordNet hierarchy (currently 
only the nouns), in which each node of the 
hierarchy is depicted by 14,197,122 labeled high
resolution images organized by 21841 indexes and 
belonging to roughly 22, 000 categories. 
Currently, we have an average of over five 
hundred images pernode [38], [172]. 

The Caltech-256 Image Set is an image database 
released in 2006 consisting of 257 categories of 
images, created based on the Caltech-IOI image 
set. It contains 30608 pictures in total, with 80 to 
824 homogeneous pictures per category [173], 
[174]. 

The Oxford Buildings Dataset consists of 5062 
high resolution (1024x768) images collected from 
"Flickr" by searching for particular Oxford 
landmarks [175], [176]. The collection has been 
manually annotated to generate a comprehensive 
ground truth for 11 different landmarks, each 
represented by 5 possible queries. The images are 
taken in different scales, viewpoints and lighting 
conditions. 

The Paris Dataset consists of 6412 images 
collected from Flickr by searching for particular 
Paris landmarks [ 177], [ 178] and is analogous to 
the previous Oxford Dataset. 

The PubFig83 and LFW datasets form a new 
benchmark dataset for open-universe face 
identification [179], [180]. Based on the realistic 
scenarios of an automatic search for people in web 
photos, or tagging friends and family in personal 
photo albums, the purpose of the dataset is to 
allow algorithms to find and identify some 
individuals while ignoring all the others as 
background, or distractor faces. This mimics many 
real-world applications where face recognition 
needs to ignore many background faces that 
appear in photos, but are not relevant to the user. 
PubFig83+LFW has 13,002 faces representing 83 
individuals from PubFig83, divided into 2/3 
training (8720 faces) and 1/3 testing set (4,282 
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faces). From LFW, 12,066 faces representing over 
5,000 images are used as a distractor set. 

IX. CONCLUSIONS 

The future of content-based image retrieval 
(CBIR) systems seems to lead towards semantic 
recognition. This paper provides useful insights 
into how to obtain salient low-level features to 
facilitate 'semantic gap' reduction, focusing on the 
differences between CBIR with high-level 
semantics and traditional systems with low-level 
features. In addition, current search engines are 
described. 

Test dataset and performance evaluation of 
CBIR systems are also discussed. We believe that 
establishing standard benchmark sets and an 
evaluation model are necessary for objective 
performance comparison of search algorithms. 
Moreover, the branch image sets need to be 
developed in order to receive specialized 
algorithms. 

Based on the ongoing technologies available and 
the demand for practical applications, many open 
issues are identified from the system point of 
view, including a query-language or query-image 
design, a high-dimensional image feature 
indexing, semantic similarity, etc. 

In order to implement a fully-fledged image 
retrieval system with high-level semantics we 
have to integrate salient, low-level feature 
extraction, effective learning of high-level 
semantics, friendly user interface, and efficient 
indexing and classification tools. A CBIR 
framework providing a more balanced view of all 
the constituent components is needed. 
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